Aces Cracked Promotion
Bureau Advertisement Requirements:
The California Grand may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004296) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the California Grand at all times the gaming activity
is being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying Hand.
Prize amount.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other applicable eligibility restrictions or conditions.

Controlled Games:
The promotion will be attached to the Bureau approved poker games listed below and any
subsequently approved controlled poker games utilizing hole cards offered at the Casino. All
controlled game rules will be played as approved by the Bureau.
•
•
•

All versions of Texas Hold’em.
All versions of Omaha.
All versions of 7 Card Stud.

Rules of Play:
A prize is awarded to players participating in a specified game when a hand containing a pocket
pair of Aces is beaten by a better hand at the showdown. For 7 Card Stud the first two cards
dealt will be used to make pocket Aces. A player that receives the qualifying losing hand will
receive a fixed cash amount ranging from $25 to $1,000. The Casino may choose to offer the
gaming activity with only specified approved games, for example, the Casino may offer it only
with Texas Hold’em games. In the event of this the casino will give patrons advance notice.
Qualifying Hand:
Winning Hand
Pocket Aces beaten by a Better Hand

Prize
$25 - $1,000

Eligibility Requirements:
• This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at a specific
approved poker game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the
gaming activity, subject to the limitations in the approval and house rules. The Casino may
restrict the promotion to specific types of poker games, such as Texas Hold’em.
•
•

There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt in during a
qualifying game in order for the players to be eligible for this gaming activity.
When a qualifying hand is announced, a floor person will verify that both hands qualify. Any
deviation from a standard deck will nullify the prize.
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•

In order to qualify for the prize, the player dealt the qualifying hand must use both hole
cards.

•

In order to qualify for the prize the pot must contain at least a minimum of $20.

•

In order to qualify for the prize, the player must complete the applicable bets on each round.
If the player goes all-in, this is considered to have completed all bets.

•

In order to qualify for the prize, the player must lose the hand at the showdown.

•

In the event that during a round of play, two or more players have qualifying hands, each
qualifying hand will receive the full amount of the prize.

•

Employees are eligible to participate on and off duty and in and out of uniform.

•

A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) on or off duty are not
eligible to participate in the gaming activity.

•

Tournament games are not eligible for the Aces Cracked Promotion

Prize:

A player that receives the qualifying losing hand will receive a fixed cash amount
ranging from $25 to $1,000.
Funding:
This Promotion shall be paid by the Casino. There shall be no additional jackpot fees or
collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to participate.
Record Keeping:
Each time the promotion is offered, the Casino will keep a log or record with the rules and prizes
for each instance of the promotion.
•
•
•

The relevant table and relevant time periods.
Promotion Amounts.
Any other eligibility or entry rules or restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Administrative Fees:
The Card Room shall not retain an administrative fee as this promotion is house funded.
No Purchase Necessary:
The Promotion shall be offered for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no
restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase Necessary (NPN) game in the
same game and at the same time as the Aces Cracked. The Casino shall provide No Purchase
Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the bonus without paying a table
fee or placing a live wager. All print advertisement material, display terminals in the casino, and
the Casino’s website shall state "No Purchase Necessary" when referencing this promotion.
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Bad Beat Jackpot
(Fixed Mini Jackpot)
Bureau Advertisement Requirements
The California Grand Casino (CGC) may advertise various names for this gaming activity.
Should the California Grand Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-003877),
shall be referenced on all advertisements relating to the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot).
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this jackpot, including but not limited to the following,
shall be prominently displayed in the California Grand Casino at all times the jackpot is being
offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games, dates and time periods.
Eligibility to participate in the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot).
The CGC shall display the minimum number of players to be eligible for the Bad
Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot).
Qualifying jackpot hands.
The CGC shall display whether the player must use two hole cards to be eligible
for the jackpot.
Prize payout structure.
Jackpot prize amount.
No Purchase Necessary information.
Any other restrictions that apply to this jackpot.

Controlled Game
The Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot) is attached to the following approved games offered
at the California Grand Casino, as identified below. All base game rules will be played as
approved by the Bureau.
•
•
•

Omaha (all versions)
Texas Hold’em (all versions)
7 Card Stud (all versions)

Rules of Play
The Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot) features a separate, fixed amount jackpot prize, for
each Bureau approved game offering this promotion. A prize is awarded to players participating
in a selected poker game when one or more hands, that qualifies as the designated losing hand,
is beaten by a designated winning hand at the showdown. When the winning and losing hands
are confirmed, the player(s) with the qualifying “losing” hand(s), will win (or share equally, if
multiple qualifying players) a predetermined portion of the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini
Jackpot) prize. The remaining players at the table will split the remainder of the prize equally,
called a table share, as shown below.
Qualifying Hand
Players that make the advertised hands shown below shall be eligible to win their share of the
Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot) prize amount. In all instances, notice of which qualifying
hand option is being offered for play will be made available to patrons prior to the CGC offering
the Bad Beat jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot).
By house rule, the CGC shall determine whether the player must use two hole cards to make
the player’s highest possible five-card hand. Also, there is a qualifying “losing” hand that must
be beaten by a minimum qualifying “winning hand” to win the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini
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(Fixed Mini Jackpot)
Jackpot). Only one of these qualifying hand options, for each game identified below, shall be
offered at any one time that the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot) is being offered for play.
Patrons shall be provided with ample advance notice of which qualifying hand option is being
offered for play.
Omaha
Options
1
2
3

Bad Beat (Losing
Hand)
Four 9s
Four 10s
Four Jacks

Winning Hand

Prize Amount

Four 10s or Better
Four Jacks or Better
Four Queens or Better

$500 - $50,000

Winning Hand

Prize Amount

Four of a Kind or Better
Four of a Kind or Better
Better Four of a Kind

$500 - $50,000

Winning Hand

Prize Amount

Aces Full of Queens or Better
Better Four of a Kind
Four 6s or Better

$500 - $50,000

Texas Hold’em
Options
1
2
3

Bad Beat (Losing
Hand)
Aces Full of Jacks
Aces Full of Queens
Four of a Kind

Seven Card Stud
Options
1
2
3

Bad Beat (Losing
Hand)
Aces Full of Jacks
Four of a Kind
Four 5s

Prize Amount
The Bad Beat Bonanza prize is a fixed amount ranging from $500-$50,000 for each of the
approved games offering the promotion. All Bad Beat Bonanza prizes shall be paid, in the
casino’s discretion, in the form of check, cash or chips. The actual jackpot prize amount shall
be posted on a large board, or on rotating digital displays, that is centrally located in the
California Grand Casino, at all times the jackpot is offered.
Prize Payout Structure
Players that make the qualifying jackpot hands, as shown in the qualifying hands charts above,
shall be eligible to win their share of the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot), based on the
payout table, as shown below. A posted percentage of the jackpot prize, known as the table
share, shall be evenly distributed among all other qualifying players at the qualifying table.
Ample prior notice of the specific payout structure that is being utilized for the jackpot shall be
made available to patrons, for example, using flyers within the California Grand Casino.
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Schedule Option
1
2
3

Bad Beat
Hand(s)
60%
50%
50%

Winning Hand
(s)
0%
0%
10%

Table Share
40%
50%
40%

Eligibility
This gaming activity will be open to all qualifying players who are seated and playing at an
above listed game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the gaming
activity.
• By house rule, the CGC shall determine whether the player must use two hole cards to
make the player’s highest possible five-card hand.
• Players with qualifying winning and losing hands must play to a showdown through the
final betting round, which is after ‘the river,’ in order to qualify for the jackpot. If a player
with one of the qualifying hands folds prior to the completion of the final betting round,
the table will be in-eligible for the jackpot.
• In the event that during a round of play, two (2) or more players have qualifying losing
hands, they will split the losing hand share evenly. All the remaining qualifying player(s)
will split the table share posted prize evenly.
• When a qualifying hand is announced, an authorized CGC representative will verify that
both hands qualify. Any deviation from a standard deck will nullify the jackpot.
• Casino employees are eligible and counted for the table share for the Bad Beat Jackpot
(Fixed Mini Jackpot) payouts when playing with their own money.
• The CGC will designate and include in the promotion flyers, the minimum number of
players dealt in for the players to be eligible for the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini
Jackpot)
• Players are responsible for declaring qualifying hands.
• Tournament play is not eligible.
Funding
California Grand funds all Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpots) promotions from general
house funds. No separate collection or administrative fee is taken for these promotions.
No Purchase Necessary
The Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot)’s Jackpot shall be offered for free, on a “general and
indiscriminate” basis, without restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase
Necessary game. California Grand Casino will provide tables for all patrons who request to
participate in the Bad Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot) without paying a table fee. There will
not be live wagers at these tables. All advertisements, brochures and flyers referencing Bad
Beat Jackpot (Fixed Mini Jackpot) will state “No Purchase Necessary”.
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Bad Beat Jackpot
(Progressive)
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The California Grand Casino (CGC) may advertise various names for this gaming activity.
Should the California Grand Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-003875)
shall be referenced on all advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this jackpot, including but not limited to the following,
shall be displayed prominently in the California Grand Casino at all times the jackpot is being
offered for play:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games, dates and time periods.
Eligibility to participate in the Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot.
The CGC shall display the minimum number of players to be eligible for the Bad
Beat (Progressive) Jackpot.
Qualifying jackpot hands.
The CGC shall display whether the player must use two hole cards to be eligible
for the Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot.
Prize payout structure.
Jackpot prize amount.
If a Room Share is offered the specific amount offered per person must be
displayed prior to offering the prize.
Notice will also be provided to the players that the room share is deducted from
the prize pool before the prizes are distributed to the bad beat players and the
table share.
No Purchase Necessary information.
Any other restrictions that apply to this jackpot.

Eligible Controlled Game
The Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot is attached to the following Bureau approved controlled
games offered at the California Grand Casino, as shown below, at all times that this gaming
activity is being offered for play. All controlled game rules shall be played as previously
approved by the Bureau.

•
•
•

Omaha (all versions)
Texas Hold’em (all versions)
7 Card Stud (all versions)

Rules of Play
The Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot Prize features a separate prize for each Bureau approved
game offering this promotion. A prize is awarded to players participating in Bureau approved
poker games when one or more hands that qualifies as the designated losing hand is beaten by
a hand that qualifies as the winning hand at the showdown. When the winning and losing hands
are confirmed, the player(s) with the qualifying “losing” hand(s), will win (or share equally, if
multiple qualifying players) a predetermined portion of the Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot
Prize. The remaining players at the table will split the remainder of the prize equally, referred to
as a table share, as shown below.
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With prior notice to patrons, the CGC may also award a share of the designated prize to be
distributed among other players within the poker room, referred to as a room share.
With prior notice to patrons, the CGC may double the jackpot prize during certain times, day or
for certain games.
Qualifying Hands
Players that make the advertised hands shown below shall be eligible to win their share of the
Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot prize amount. In all instances, notice of which qualifying hand
option is being offered for play will be made available to patrons prior to the CGC offering the
Super Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot.
By house rule, the CGC shall determine whether the player must use two hole cards to make
the player’s highest possible five-card hand. The minimum qualifying “losing” hand that must be
beaten by a minimum qualifying “winning hand” to win the Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot.
Only one of these qualifying hand options shall be offered at any one time that the Bad Beat
(Progressive) Jackpot is being offered for play. Patrons shall be provided with ample advance
notice of which qualifying hand option is being offered for play.
Omaha
Options

Bad Beat (Losing Hand)

Winning Hand

1
2
3

Straight Flush or better
Four Kings or better
Four Jacks or better

Better Straight Flush
Four Aces or Better
Four Queens or Better

Options

Bad Beat (Losing Hand)

Winning Hand

1
2
3

Four 9s or better
Four 8s or better
Four 7s or better

Four 10s or Better
Four 9s or Better
Four 8s or Better

Texas Hold’em

Seven Card Stud
Options

Bad Beat (Losing Hand)

Winning Hand

1
2
3

Aces Full of Jacks or better
Four of a Kind or better
Four 5s or better

Aces Full of Queens or Better
Better Four of a Kind
Four 6’s or Better

Eligibility
This gaming activity will be open to all qualifying players who are seated and playing at an
above listed game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the gaming
activity.
• By house rule, the CGC shall determine whether the player must use two hole cards
to make the player’s highest possible five-card hand.
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•

•

•
•
•
•

Players with qualifying winning and losing hands must play through the final betting
round to the showdown, which is after ‘the river,’ in order to qualify for the jackpot. If
a player with one of the qualifying hands folds prior to the final betting round, the
table will be in-eligible for the jackpot.
In the event that during a round of play, two (2) or more players have qualifying
losing hands they will split the losing hand’s share of the prize evenly. The
remaining qualifying players will evenly split the posted prize percentage of the table
share.
Players are responsible for declaring any designated qualifying hand and for calling
for the appropriate CGC representative person to verify the designated winning
hand.
Casino employees are eligible if playing when the jackpot is hit and are counted for
table share or room share for the Bad Beat Progressive Jackpot Prize when on or off
duty.
The CGC will designate and include in the promotional flyers the minimum number of
players dealt in for a hand to make the hand eligible for the Bad Beat (Progressive)
Jackpot.
Tournament play is not eligible for Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot prizes.

Prize Amount
The Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot is a Progressive Jackpot Prize created for each Bureau
approved poker game (Omaha, Texas Hold’em and Seven Card Stud) played in the CGC. The
prize starts at a fixed amount between $500 and $400,000. The CGC may assign a cap,
between $500 and $1,000,000, for each progressive jackpot prize. Once the cap is reached a
reserve jackpot will be generated. The actual prize amounts shall depend on the amount the
jackpot was originally seeded at and how much time has accumulated in order for the jackpot to
increase progressively each day.
At the discretion of the casino, jackpots shall be paid in the form of chips, cash or check.
Prize Payout Structure
Players that make the qualifying jackpot hands shall be eligible to win their share of the Bad
Beat (Progressive) Jackpot prize, based on the payout table, as shown below. Ample prior
notice of the specific payout structure that is being utilized for the jackpot shall be made
available to patrons, for example, using flyers within the CGC. With prior notice to patrons, the
CGC may also award a share of the designated prize to be distributed among other players
playing poker but not sitting at the table with the Bad Beat hands, this is called a room share. If
the CGC awards a room share, the CGC shall deduct the room share award amount, from $5 to
$200 per person, from the jackpot prize fund prior to awarding the jackpot prize to the Bad Beat
hand, the Winning hand (if applicable) or the Table Share as noted below. The exact amount of
the room share shall be advertised prior to being offered.

Schedule
Option
1
2
3

Bad Beat
Hand
60%
50%
50%
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Winning
Hand
0%
0%
10%

Table Share

Room Share

40%
50%
40%

N/A
$5-$200 per person
$5-$200 per person
3
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Funding
The Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot utilizes a progressive prize pool which shall be house
funded. Therefore, there shall be no additional jackpot fees or collection taken for this jackpot
Administrative Fees
The CGC shall not retain an administrative fee as the Bad Beat Super Bonanza is funded by the
CGC.
No Purchase Necessary
The Bad Beat (Progressive) Jackpot shall be offered for free, without restriction, on a “general
and indiscriminate” basis, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase Necessary game.
CGC will provide tables for all patrons who request to participate in the Super Bad Beat
Progressive Jackpots without paying a table fee. There will not be live wagers at these tables.
Each No Purchase Necessary player will adhere to all rules as the live player.
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California Games Tournaments
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The California Grand Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should
California Grand Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004525) shall be
referenced on all advertisements relating to the California Games Tournaments.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for California Games Tournaments, including but not
limited to the following, shall be prominently displayed in California Grand Casino at all times
that a California Games Tournament is offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How a player may enter the tournament.
The game(s) that will be offered during the play of the tournament.
The fees that will be charged for entering the tournament, including a description for
each fee charged and whether it shall be retained by California Grand Casino, added
directly into the tournament prize pool, or any other method of retention or distribution.
The amount of tournament chips that will be awarded to each player upon entry into the
tournament.
The tournament prize structure that will be offered and the number of players that will be
paid.
When the patron(s) will be paid and the manner in which they will be paid.
The rules and procedures for any and all gaming activities being offered in conjunction
with the California Games Tournaments.
Patrons will be given ample notice of which option is being offered and it will be
displayed prominently via printed flyers, digital display, and any other forms of
advertisements that the club uses to promote the tournament(s).
Any other restrictions that apply to the California Games Tournaments.

Tournament Log
The California Grand Casino shall maintain all completed tournament logs for at least seven
years. These logs shall be maintained in either paper or electronic format. The cardroom shall
also retain and make available the most recent three months of the tournament logs for
inspection by a representative of the Bureau during all hours of operation. Upon request of the
Bureau, a licensee shall provide the Bureau with copies of such tournament logs. Tournament
logs shall contain the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Name of the Gambling Establishment
Day, date, time and name advertised for the tournament
Total number of tables used
Method of entry and amount of any entry fees
Number and amount of any re-buys and/or add-ins offered
Bureau approved game(s) offered
Name of gaming activities offered (when applicable)
o Funding source
o Prize amount
o Total number of prizes awarded
o Total amount deducted from prize pool (when applicable)
Source of funds for the tournament prize pool.
Fees-administrative, service charge, staff appreciation fee, etc.
Number of entries
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•
•
•
•

Amount of the prize pool
Amount and reason for any deductions from the total collected prize pool
Results of the tournament, including the amount paid out and amount paid for each
place in the tournament.
Signature of casino staff responsible for administering the tournament

Eligible Controlled Games
The California Games Tournaments shall be attached to all Bureau approved California/Poker
controlled games offered at the California Grand Casino at all times that the gaming activity is
being offered for play.
•

All Approved California Games

Gaming Activities Offered During Tournament Play
Bounties
Bounties are prizes awarded when pre-determined target players are eliminated. When a
player eliminates the target, a prize amount ranging from $1 to $10,000 will be awarded to the
person eliminating the target player from the California Games Tournament. The bounty prize
amount shall be deducted from the total prize pool or the casino will pay the prize amount at the
time the bounty player is eliminated or at the end of the players tournament play. If, as a group,
the final table decides to split the prize pool amongst themselves, any bounty(s) not awarded
will become part of the total split.
Tournament Entry
• Tournament entry is open to all customers.
• The structure of a tournament will not change once sign-ups begin.
• Promotional materials will not advertise gender-based discounts nor imply a
gender-based entrance policy.
• Patrons may enter a tournament by: paying the buy-in and entry fee, winning a previous
tournament, winning an entry from a promotion or, should the Bureau approve a Player’s
Club Point system for the California Grand Casino at a later date, by using Player’s Club
Points. All gaming activities and/or promotions shall be approved by the Bureau prior to
being offered for play.
• More than one method of entry for a specific tournament may be utilized.
Tournament Structure
The amount collected for the tournament buy-ins, re-buys, add-ons and fees are as follows:
Buy-In
$0 - $100,000
Re-Buy
$0 - $100,000
Number of Re-Buys
0 - Unlimited
Add-On
$0 - $100,000
Number of Add-Ons
0 - Unlimited
Entry Fee*
$0 - $1,000
Service Charge**
$0 - $1,000
Staff Appreciation Fee***
$0 - $1000
* The California Grand Casino will retain the designated entry fee for running the
tournament, paying its staff, and/or funding other tournament events or prizes.
**The service charge will be used to cover any staffing costs or tipping shortfalls
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***A Staff Appreciation fee that will not become part of the prize pool. This fee is taken
for the casino staff as a tip for their services.
Entities Involved Other than the House
At any time, California Grand Casino may offer a charity tournament that would include other
organizations. These organizations shall be reputable and federally recognized as non-profit or
charity organizations. Charity tournament prize structures and prizes will be determined by the
non-profit organization sponsoring the event and will be published prior to and at the tournament
event. The California Grand Casino may donate prizes such as entries into the California Grand
Casino tournaments at no cost to the charity.
Tournament Prize Amounts & Source of Funds
The prize pool may consist of the sum of all buy-ins, re-buys, and add-ons for each event, and
the payouts shall be a percentage of the prize pool.
• When the prize pool is a guaranteed amount, the payouts will be a cash value ranging
from $100-$1,000,000. The cash will be paid to players from the buy-ins, rebuys, and
add-ons. If there is not enough cash to cover the guaranteed prize amount, the casino
will fund the difference.
• When the prize pool is not based solely on buy-ins, re-buys and add-ons the California
Grand casino will determine and set the payout structure.
Tournament Prize Structure
When the prize is not guaranteed, the prize structure will be broken down by the number of paid
entries and percentage paid. The percentage paid out will always equal 100%, less service
fees. In the event the players decide to forgo the payout structure and “split” the total prize pool
among them, it shall be permitted and shall be noted on the casino’s tournament log.
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CARIBBEAN STUD POKER JACKPOTS
SUMMARY OF GAME

California Grand Casino proposes to add progressive Jackpot elements to the
game of Caribbean Stud Poker. Under this innovation, a prize is awarded to players in
games where a predetermined minimum qualifying hand is beaten by a predetermined
minimum qualifying hand. Prizes are paid from a prize pool (Jackpot Fund) funded by a
fee paid by participating players.
With the exception of the rules related to the funding and distribution of the
Jackpot_ element (discussed herein), the rules and standards of play for the Caribbean Stud
Poker Jackpot Games are the same as Caribbean Stud Poker. The number of cards in the
deck, the type of deck, the function of the dealer, the number of players, rotation of the
Player/dealer position, collection of table fees, betting limits and how winners are
determined and paid will all be consistent with existing procedures.
Since the Jackpot elements will be added to an existing game, there will be no
new tables utilized for the play of this game.

THE PRIZE

A prize (Jackpot Prize) will be awarded when one player at a game gets a
predetermined minimum qualifying hand beaten by another player with a predetermined
minimum qualifying hand. As these are progressive Jackpots, the amounts of the Jackpot
prizes will vary depending on the volume of play and frequency of which players win the
prize. California Grand Casino will control the allocation of the Jackpot Collections to
Jackpot prizes. The available Jackpot Prizes will be posted on a board on the wall near
the Caribbean Stud Poker game. The board will be updated daily as the prizes increases
so that all players will have notice of the current Jackpot Prizes. The amounts that the
prizes increases will vary depending on: the volume of play (amount collected on the
tables on a daily basis) and whether or not the Jackpot owes the California Grand Casino
money for the initial prize. When someone qualifies for a prize the board will be
adjusted immediately.
The California Grand Casino may cap the amount for an individual Jackpot Prize.
If this were done, a backup prize would be started. As long as no Jackpot Prize has been
capped, each Jackpot Prize would be increased an equal amount daily.
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When players obtain the specified hand combination and claim a Jackpot Prize,
the qualifying hands will be verified by the dealer and a floor-person. Surveillance
cameras will be utilized to assure all employees and customers followed the required
procedures. The winning player's identification will be obtained and necessary
paperwork completed prior to the payout of a Jackpot Prize. The California Grand
Casino will record all prizes awarded and the names of the winners as part of its
Caribbean Stud Poker Jackpot accounting records.
For any and all promotions, the owner, manager or designated employee may
review the proper records, videotapes and deck, and interview employees and players,
prior to authorizing the payment of any prize. Once California Grand Casino
management has determined that the award of the prize is appropriate, the posted Jackpot
Prize will be paid out. The percentages, that players or the Player/dealer win, are
discussed under QUALIFYING HANDS FOR CARIBBEAN STUD POKER.

FUNDING

Caribbean Stud Poker Jackpot Prizes will be funded by a separate collection fee
paid by the Player/dealer position prior to the start of each hand (Jackpot Collection).
The Jackpot Collection will be between $.50 and $2.00 per hand depending on the rules
of the promotion. The Jackpot collection fee will not be collected if there are not at least
three hands (the five cards that each seated-position, with a bet on it, receives), which had
been wagered upon, in play against the Player/dealer. In the event that there were fewer
than three hands wagered upon, the game would not be recognized as an official Jackpot
game and a Jackpot fee would not be collected. If a Jackpot fee is not collected, the
participants would not be eligible for the Jackpot prize. The amount of the Jackpot
Collection and predetermined number of participants with playing hands will be posted
within view of each participating table. The California Grand Casino reserves the right to
change the number of hands required to be played against the Player/dealer when
determining Jackpot eligibility.
The California Grand Casino will lend the Jackpot Prizes a minimum of $100 to
establish an initial prize. Each time the prize is paid out the California Grand Casino will
start the prize off at a minimum of $100 using California Grand Casino funds; unless
there is a backup prize (initially the prizes will each be seeded at $500). The Jackpot
Prizes will not be increased until the Jackpot collections have paid back the California
Grand Casino for the initial seeding of the prize. The California Grand Casino may from
time-to-time provide additional infusions of money to add to the size of the pool and the
excitement of the game. The California Grand Casino reserves the right to increase the
minimum starting amounts at its discretion.
Jackpot Collections are determined prior to the start of the hand and collected
before the Player/dealer's hand is exposed. Jackpot Collections are not calculated based
on a percentage of the amount wagered.
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The Jackpot Collection will be posted by the player in the Player/dealer position.
When there is more than one player participating in the Player/dealer position, the player
who has the most money in action in the first Player/dealer position will be responsible
for posting the full Jackpot Collection.
JACKPOT COLLECTION & ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

The Jackpot Collection from all Caribbean Stud Poker games will be collected,
counted, secured and recorded in the same manner as the table fees paid to California
Grand Casino. The dealer will collect this fee (in the form of chips) prior to the
Player/dealer's hand being exposed. This collection will be traded for a special Jackpot
Chip which is different from any other chip used at the California Grand Casino. The
dealer will then drop the chip(s) into the same box that the rest of the collections are
dropped into. The locked collection boxes will be gathered by an employee of the
California Grand Casino at designated times and transported to the cashier's cage. The
collection boxes will be unlocked and the contents counted subject to minimum internal
control standards similar to those used by California Grand Casino in collecting its table
fees. The total dollar volume of the Jackpot Chips taken from each collection box will be
recorded on a Daily Jackpot Collection Report (Jackpot Collection Report) that will be
maintained as an accounting record and shall be available to the Division of Gambling
Control for audit and inspection. The Jackpot Collection Report will document the
amount of Jackpot Collections received at each participating Caribbean Stud Poker
gaming table during each shift.

No PURCHASE NECESSARY PROCEDURES

Caribbean Stud Poker Jackpot Games will be offered for free to all persons who
wish to participate in a No Purchase Necessary game. California Grand Casino will
provide an No Purchase Necessary table for all patrons who request to participate in
Caribbean Stud Poker Jackpot games without paying a table fee or a Jackpot Collection.
There will not be live wagers at these tables.
The Player/dealer position will rotate to each seated position so that the deal does
not remain with a single seated position for more than two hands in a row. Each No
Purchase Necessary participant may only be the player/dealer for two hands per round.
Eight hands will be given out and be in play. There will always be a hand designated to
be the Player/dealer and seven hands designated to be players' hands.
All hands will be in play to the end. In other words, no hand will be folded before
the hand is compared against the Player/Dealer. Once the house dealer has dealt each
seated position 5 cards, the house dealer will begin comparing individual hands to the
Player/dealer's hand to determine if the hand qualifies to win the Jackpot prize.
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Participants in a No Purchase Necessary table will be eligible to win their portion
of the posted Jackpot Prize, if they participate in a game where a qualifying hand in the
Player/dealer's position is beaten by a qualifying hand in a player position or vice versa.
No Purchase Necessary Game will be available on a general and indiscriminate basis.

THIRD PARTY PROVIDERS OF PROPOSITION PLAYER SERVICES

Third Party Providers of Propositional Player Services, as defined by Section
19980 of the California Business and Professions Code, their agents and employees (Prop
Player), are not eligible to win any portion of the Jackpot Prize. If a Prop Player receives
a Qualifying Hand, his/her portion of the Jackpot Prize will not be paid and will remain
in the Jackpot Fund. If a Prop Player is a participant in a Qualifying Hand with another
player(s), the prop player will not be eligible to receive his/her portion of the Jackpot
Prize and the full Jackpot Prize will be paid to the other players.

FLAT ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

California Grand Casino may retain a flat administrative fee from the Jackpot
Fund based on the number of table hours that Caribbean Stud Poker Jackpot Games are
offered (Administrative Fee). The Administrative Fee will not fluctuate based on the
amount of money placed into the Jackpot Fund. California Grand Casino reserves the
right to adjust its flat Administrative Fee based on market factors and cost of operating
Caribbean Stud Poker Jackpot Games. California Grand Casino projects that its
Administrative Fee will be in the range of $4.00 to $6.00 per table hour (any fee less than
$4 or more than $6 subject to division approval). California Grand Casino will designate
the flat Administrative Fee and will provide advance ample notice of its flat fee to all
customers in accordance with Regulations adopted by the Gambling control Regulations.

ELIGIBILITY FOR THE JACKPOT PRIZE

Only the first Player/dealer position is eligible to win the Jackpot Prize. If there is
more than one player with a wager in the first Player/dealer, the Jackpot Prize will be
divided equally between the players. All players in the player position, who have made a
wager and have paid the table fee for any betting circle, regardless of the amount
wagered, are eligible to win the Jackpot. Eligible players in the player position will share
the Jackpot Prize in equal shares regardless of the amount of their wagers.

QUALIFYING HAND FOR CARIBBEAN STUD POKER
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QUALIFYING HAND FOR CARIBBEAN STUD POKER

In order to win the Jackpot, one hand (the Losing Hand) with a predetermined
hand must be beaten by another hand (the Winning Hand) with a predetermined hand.
The house will choose a minimum qualifying loosing hand from the QUALIFYING
LOSING HANDS column (shown below) and a minimum qualifying winning hand from
the QUALIFYING WINNING HANDS column (shown below) for each of the Caribbean
Stud Jackpots. All Qualifying Hand requirements will be posted for patrons before the
play of the game. If a hand that qualifies as the Losing Hand is beaten by a hand that
qualifies as the Winning Hand, the table will win the appropriate Jackpot Prize. One of
the hands involved in making the Jackpot (either the hand beaten or the hand that beats
the qualifying hand) must be the Player/dealer.
The California Grand Casino may choose to have more than one Jackpot Prize
with differing requirements to win each Jackpot. The rules and procedures for each
Jackpot will follow the rules and procedures listed herein.

When the promotion begins we will have three different Jackpots:
1.

Bad Beat Jackpot: The Losing Hand's qualifying hand will be any flush and the
Winning Hand's qualifying hand will be any flush or better. A qualifying losing
hand must be beaten by a qualifying winning hand.

After the losing and winning hands in a Bad Beat Jackpot are confirmed and the
house is satisfied that no irregularities exist, the player who lost with the qualifying
losing hand will receive sixty (60%) percent of the posted Jackpot Prize for that game,
the player with the qualifying winning hand will receive twenty (20%) percent of the
posted Jackpot Prize and the remaining twenty (20%) percent of the posted Jackpot Prize
will be evenly distributed among all other players at the table who have made a wager
and paid a collection for that particular hand.

2.

Super Jackpot: The Losing Hand's qualifying hand will be any full house or
better and the Winning Hand's qualifying hand will be deuces full or better. A
qualifying losing hand must be beaten by a qualifying winning hand.

After the losing and winning hands in the Super Jackpot are confirmed and the
house is satisfied that no irregularities exist, the player who lost with the qualifying
losing hand will receive sixty (60%) percent of the posted Jackpot Prize for that game,
the player with the qualifying winning hand will receive twenty (20%) percent of the
posted Jackpot Prize and the remaining twenty (20%) percent of the posted Jackpot Prize
will be evenly distributed among all other players at the table who have made a wager
and paid a collection for that particular hand.
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Royal Jackpot: The Losing Hand's qualifying hand will be a straight or less and
the Winning Hand's qualifying hand will be a royal flush. A qualifying losing
hand must be beaten by a qualifying winning hand.

After the losing and winning hands in the Royal Jackpot are confirmed and the
house is satisfied that no irregularities exist, the player who lost with the qualifying
losing hand will receive sixty (60%) percent of the posted Jackpot Prize for that game,
the player with the qualifying winning hand will receive twenty (20%) percent of the
posted Jackpot Prize and the remaining twenty (20%) percent of the posted Jackpot Prize
will be evenly distributed among all other players at the table who have made a wager
and paid a collection for that particular hand.
To increase or decrease the frequency (odds) of the Caribbean Stud Poker Jackpot
Prize being awarded, the California Grand Casino reserves the right to adjust the
minimum qualifying hands. California Grand Casino will give ample advanced notice to
all patrons of any changes to the minimum qualifying hands and will notify The Division
of any adjustment.

QUALIFYING LOSING
HANDS

QUALIFYING WINNING
HANDS

s
5
6
7

7
8

8
9

9
1

J

7
8
9
1
ush

ush
flush
Deuces Full
Tre s Full

Deuces Full
Tre s Full
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Fours Full
Fives Full
Sixes Full
Sevens Full
Eights Full
Nine Full
Tens Full
Jacks Full
Queens Full
Kings Full
Aces Full
Aces Full of Deuces
Aces Full of Treys
Aces Full of Fours
Aces Full of Fives
Aces Full of Sixes
Aces Full of Sevens
Aces Full of Eights
Aces Full of Nines
Aces Full of Tens
Aces Full of Jacks
Aces Full of Queens
Aces Full of Kings
Any Four of a Kind
Four 2s
Four 3s
Four 4s
Four 5s
Four 6s
Four 7s
Four 8s
Four 9s
Four 10s
Four Js
Four Qs
Four Ks
Four As
Straight flush
Royal Flush
The phrase "or better" may be added to any of these qualifying hands

Fours Full
Fives Full
Sixes Full
Sevens Full
Eights Full
Nine Full
Tens Full
Jacks Full
Queens Full
Kings Full
Aces Full
Aces Full of Deuces
Aces Full of Treys
Aces Full of Fours
Aces Full of Fives
Aces Full of Sixes
Aces Full of Sevens
Aces Full of Eights
Aces Full of Nines
Aces Full of Tens
Aces Full of Jacks
Aces Full of Queens
Aces Full of Kings
Any Four of a Kind
Four 2s
Four 3s
Four 4s
Four 5s
Four 6s
Four 7s
Four 8s
Four 9s
Four lOs
Four Js
Four Qs
Four Ks
Four As
Straight flush
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Cash Giveaway Promotion
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The California Grand Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004145) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the California Grand Casino at all times the gaming
activity is being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying Hands and corresponding earned number of ticket(s)
Prize amounts.
Restrictions on if a player is required to be present/ claim their prize in a certain amount
of time.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Eligible Controlled Games
The promotion will be attached to Bureau approved games offered at the Casino. All base
game rules will be played as approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control.
This includes Pai Gow Tiles (GEGA- 001332), Hot Action Blackjack (GEGA-001334), Pai Gow
Poker (GEGA-001336), Three Card Poker (GEGA-002296), Three Card Poker 1.3 (GEGA002592), Pai Bac (GEGA-003529), EZ Baccarat Panda 8 (GEGA-003619, Baccarat (GEGA003748), each version of Omaha (GEGA-001333, 001335 and 001337), Hold’em (GEGA001331, 1338 and 1339), Seven Card Stud (GEGA-001340, 001341, 001342, 001343),
Pineapple (GEGA-001325, 001326) Low ball (GEGA-001327, 001329), Pan (GEGA-001328)
and Draw Poker (GEGA-001330).
Subsequently approved controlled games may utilize this promotion except if qualifying hands
are used, the promotion may be offered with the subsequently approved game only if the new
game is a version of an approved game listed above and the game uses the qualifying hands
listed in this approval. For example, if the Casino obtains subsequent approval for a new
Omaha poker game or a new blackjack game, and if the Casino offers this promotion using
qualifying hands, then the new Omaha game must use the same Omaha or poker qualifying
hands as listed below and the new blackjack game must use the same qualifying hands as the
blackjack hands listed below. A player may win with either qualifying hand that applies on any
future hybrid games that are approved. For example, the eligible qualifying hands for the
games of Pai Gow Poker and Baccarat will both be eligible for the game of Pai Bac.
Rules of Play
Patrons are awarded or provided raffle tickets or entries based on: (1) achieving a minimum
designated hand or hands in a specified controlled game, (2) playing at designated times;
and/or (3) playing for specified periods of time. Qualifying hands will be verified by Casino
personnel. The number of entries may vary with the qualifying hands, with certain qualifying
hands resulting in more entries. Players may also receive entries based on being present at set
intervals while playing. For example, the Casino may award an entry once an hour to every
seated poker player. Furthermore, the Casino may designate times when patrons will qualify to
earn a bonus amount of drawing tickets. The Casino will post on the gaming floor the qualifying
California Grand Casino
BGC ID: GEGA-004145 (January 2015)
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Cash Giveaway Promotion
hands eligible for entries and the number of entries awarded for achieving specified hands. For
specific promotional periods, the Casino may choose which game(s) for which to offer the
promotion and the designated hands. For time tracking, players will be recorded as being
present and playing at designated time intervals by handing out tickets at those times. One
hour will equal 1 – 20 credits or tickets.
Winner Selection
Entries will be placed in a locked container until the end of the drawing. With advance notice to
players, more than one person may be selected as the winner. The entry shall be filled out with
the player’s name and contact information. The Casino shall use a random means to award the
winning prizes from among the eligible persons, with the selection taking place on the gaming
floor and done manually. Each entry is represented by a ticket, paper slip, stiff paper, ball or
plaque, which are all of the same size and shape. They are placed in a cage like device or
cylinder and mixed up. Objects are drawn at random by a designated employee with another
employee observing the draw. The player or players whose entry is drawn will be awarded a
pre-determined and designated prize.
Qualifying Hands
Where qualifying hands are used, a player is eligible to win this promotion by making a hand
that meets or exceeds the minimum designated hand, during the posted time period. By house
rule, for poker games the Casino shall determine whether the player must use two hole cards to
make the player’s highest possible five-card hand. The Casino may designate different
minimum hands for different games.
Blackjack style Games (including War Blackjack)
Option
Qualifying Hand
All Natural Hands (Two Card 21, Two Suited
1
Aces, or Two Jokers)
2
Three cards or more of the same suit
3
A 3 card or more straight
Pai Gow Poker Games (including Pai Bac)
Option
Qualifying Hand
Any set hand pair in front and three 10’s behind,
1
or better
Any Pair in front and any three of a kind behind
2
(without joker)
3
Any set hand with a 5 card straight
Pai Gow Tiles Game(s)
Option
1
2
3

California Grand Casino
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Qualifying Hand
Wong or better
Gong or Better
9 with 1/5 or Better

Entries Earned
1-20
1-20
1-20
Entries Earned
1-20
1-20
1-20
Entries Earned
1-20
1-20
1-20
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Cash Giveaway Promotion
Three Card Poker Games
Option
1
2
3

Qualifying Hand
Player hand three of a kind or better
Player Hand Straight or better
Player Hand Flush or better

Entries Earned
1-20
1-20
1-20

Baccarat Games (including Pai Bac)
Option
Qualifying Hand
1
Any three-card-9 on wagered hand
2
Three of kind on wagered hand
3
Wagered hand wins by 5 or more

Entries Earned
1-20
1-20
1-20

Poker Games
Option
1

Entries Earned
1-20

Qualifying Hand
Any full house or better

Eligibility Requirements
• This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at an
approved game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the
gaming activity, subject to the limitations in this approval and any house rules.
• There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt in during a
qualifying game in order for the players to be eligible for this gaming activity.
• The promotion shall not be valid during tournament play and is only valid during live
game play.
• The Casino may require winners to claim their prize within a fixed time. If the prize is not
claimed within a fixed time, no prize is awarded.
• Employees are eligible to participate in this gaming activity when playing in a controlled
game, except for proposition play in poker games.
• A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to
participate in the gaming activity on or off duty.
• Persons wagering in the back line are eligible for the promotion.
• After each promotional period, the entry tickets are discarded.
• Tickets or entries are not transferable.
• Participating customers may be asked to supply identifying information including name,
phone and/or email address.
Prizes
The prizes shall be awarded at fixed times posted on the gaming floor. The prizes will have a
value ranging from $5 to $100,000. The prize shall be in the form of casino chips, cash, check
or merchandise equaling the same amount such as gift cards, electronics, tournament entries
and clothing. The amount will be set a designated fixed amount, within the above listed range.
Funding
This Promotion shall be paid by the Casino. There shall be no additional jackpot fees or
collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to participate.
Administrative Fee
The Card Room shall not retain an administrative fee as this promotion is house funded.

California Grand Casino
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Record Keeping
Each time the promotion is offered, the Casino will keep a log or record with the rules and prizes
for each instance of the promotion. The log shall be maintained in the cage and shall include:
• Drawing dates and times.
• The eligibility criteria in use and relevant time periods.
• The designated hands.
• Prize Amounts.
• Any other eligibility or entry rules or restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.
No Purchase Necessary
The gaming activity shall be offered for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no
restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase Necessary (NPN) game. The
Casino shall provide No Purchase Necessary play for all patrons who request to participate in
the bonus without paying a table fee or placing a live wager. Each No Purchase Necessary
player and game will adhere to all rules as the live player and game, except for wager rules.
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Free Food Promotion
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The California Grand Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-000566) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the California Grand Casino at all times the gaming
activity is being offered for play:
•
•
•

Eligible dates and time periods.
All prizes and/or discounts available.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Eligible Controlled Games
The Free Food Promotion shall be attached to all Bureau approved California and Poker games
offered at the California Grand Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play.
All controlled game rules shall be played as approved by the Bureau.
Object and Summary
a. $2 Meal: During a pre-determined and posted promotional period, the California Grand
Casino will offer a discounted or free breakfast, lunch and/or dinner meal to players
actively participating or signed up and waiting to participate in pre-determined or posted
live or tournament games. Players must request a discounted or free menu item from a
designated staff person. After the eligibility requirements have been met and verified by
Casino personnel, the player shall then receive the posted food item(s) for free or at a
fixed price to the player, from $01 to $200.
b. Players' Menu: During a pre-determined and posted promotional time period, the
California Grand Casino will offer a discounted or free menu for players actively
participating or signed-up and are waiting to participate in pre-determined and posted
live or tournament games.
c. Complimentary Food and/or Non-alcoholic Beverages: Complimentary food and/or
drink(s) may be offered during a pre-determined and designated time period, at the
discretion of Casino personnel to players who are actively playing, signed-up, waiting to
play, or have recently played in pre-determined or posted live or tournament games.
The specified circumstances include customer relations issues or reasons, staff
mistakes, long wait times for seats or service, specified times of day or buy-ins, and
players playing or waiting to play specified games during specified hours or with
specified conditions.
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the pre-determined specified hours designated and posted for the
gaming activity.
•
•

Backline bettors are eligible for the promotion.
Players must be actively participating or signed-up and are waiting to participate in predetermined and posted live or tournament games in order to be eligible for this
promotion.
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•
•
•
•
•

Each promotional period may be restricted to live or tournament players only.
Qualified patrons must request a discounted or free menu item, from a designated staff
person, at the time they qualified for the menu item.
At the Casino's discretion, players may be restricted to one or more discounted or free
meals or beverages in one day.
Casino employees are eligible for this promotion while off duty, and in or out of uniform.
Third Party Providers of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) are not eligible to
participate in this gaming activity while on duty.

Prize
Discounted or free item(s) that range in value from $0.01 to $200.
Funding
The Free Food promotion is fully funded by California Grand Casino. There will be no additional
jackpot fee or collection fees taken for this promotion.
Administrative Fees
There are no administrative fees taken.
No Purchase Necessary
The Free Food Promotion does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it does not
constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table to be offered
while conducting this gaming activity.
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High Hand
Bureau Advertisement Requirements
California Grand Casino (CGC) may advertise various names for this gaming activity. If a
different name is advertised, the BGC ID (GEGA-003873) must be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the California Grand Casino at all times that the
gaming activity is being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games, dates, and time periods
Minimum Qualifying Hands
If utilized, notification of the optional “Second and Third Place High Hand” award
including the dates, times and amount of the prize
Prize Amount(s)
Notification of an increase in the High Hand prize amount, including dates, times
and amount of the increase
No Purchase Necessary information
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Controlled Game
The High Hand promotion can be offered in conjunction with all limits and versions of the
currently approved poker games offered at the CGC, as shown below. All controlled game rules
will be played as approved by the Bureau.
•
•
•

Omaha (all versions)
Texas Hold’em (all versions)
7 Card Stud (all versions)

Rules of Play
The player who obtains the highest ranking five-card poker hand, during a pre-determined and
posted time period, for the specified game as noted above, shall win a pre-determined and
posted prize ranging in value from $10 to $20,000. The player with the High Hand must meet all
of the eligibility requirements and have their hand verified by an authorized representative. The
CGC may award a multiple amount of any pre-determined winning High Hand promotion prize
amount during designated hours, with prior notice to players posted on the gambling floor, as
long as it doesn’t exceed the maximum payout of $20,000. With prior notice to patrons, the
CGC may award portions of the designated prize, during a designated time period, to a second
and third place best qualifying hand.
Qualifying Hands
A player is eligible to win this promotion by making the highest ranking hand that meets or
exceeds the minimum designated hand, during the posted time period. In the event that two or
more players tie for the same prize, the prize will be evenly distributed between each tying
player.
During the designated time periods the High Hands will be recorded by an authorized casino
employee. Just after the end of every period, the cashier records the winning High Hand for the
last designated High Hand period. The hand, the time, the date, and the customer’s name, are
recorded on the log.
California Grand Casino
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By house rule, the Casino shall determine whether the player must use two hole cards to make
the player’s highest possible five-card hand. To win the designated prize, the players must
have a hand that is at least as high as the minimum designated hand, as noted in the Qualifying
Hands Chart below for all Bureau approved games.
Option

Qualifying Hand

Prize Payout

1

Designated Full House

$10 - 20,000

2

Designated Four of a Kind

$10 - 20,000

3

Straight Flush or Better

$10 - 20,000

Prize Amount
The prizes shall be paid at the discretion of the casino in the form of casino chips, cash or
check. If there is no qualifying hand for an entire period, the prize will carry over until there is a
winner. Each designated time period the prize is not won, the CGC may increase the prize pool
from $0 - $500 until there is a winner. The entire accumulated prize would then be awarded at
the end of the next designated period in which someone had a qualifying High Hand. The
qualifying player does not need to be present at the end of the High Hand period in order to win.
The prize pool(s) shall be an amount ranging in value from $10 to $20,000. The CGC may
award a multiple of any prize during designated hours, up to $20,000. With prior notice to the
patrons, the CGC may award portions of the designated prize during a designated time period
to a second and third place best qualifying hand as shown below.
Prize Payout Structure

100%

Second Place Prize
Payout
0%

Third Place Prize
Payout
0%

2

65%

35%

0%

3

50%

35%

15%

Option

First Place Prize Payout

1

Eligibility
• The promotion shall be open to all players who are seated and playing in a specified
poker game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for this gaming
activity.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hands that are declared dead by the dealer or floor-person are not eligible for the prizes
and cannot be used to qualify the table for prizes.
A player is eligible to win this promotion by making the highest ranking hand that meets
or exceeds the minimum designated hand, during the posted time period.
Players are responsible for declaring a High Hand and calling the authorized CGC
representative to verify any potential High Hands.
In the event that two or more players have the exact same qualifying High Hand, in the
same period, the prize will be split equally among the players.
Tournament games do not qualify unless the Casino, with advance notice to customers,
applies this promotion to specified tournaments.
All High Hands must be verified by an authorized CGC representative in order to qualify
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•
•

•
•
•
•

for the prize.
A player can win multiple gaming activities with their qualifying High Hand.
If a player has a qualifying High Hand when everyone else folds, the hand will qualify
even if the turn or river cards have not yet been dealt and even if the turn or river card
could possible disqualify any of the hands.
California Grand Casino employees playing with their own funds are eligible on or off
duty
California Grand reserves the right to suspend or cancel any promotion at any time.
The California Grand may award a multiple of any jackpot during designated hours, with
notice to players posted on the gambling floor and within the approved designed prize
amounts.
There is no minimum number of players required to be playing in the designated game in
order to qualify for the High Hand promotion.

Funding
The CGC will fully fund the prize pools for the High Hand promotion. Each approved poker
game will have its own prize fund and winner. The CGC will post the games that are
participating in a High Hand promotion.
Patrons playing at live betting tables will be required to pay usual table game collections in the
same manner as noted in the approved game rules. There will be no additional promotion fees,
jackpot fees, or collections taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to
participate.
No Purchase Necessary
The High Hand promotion will be offered free without paying a fee or other consideration, on a
“general and indiscriminate” basis, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase
Necessary (NPN) game. California Grand Casino will provide NPN tables for all patrons who
request to participate in the High Hand promotion without paying a table fee. There will not be
live wagers at these tables. Participants in NPN tables will be eligible to win the full cash give
away in the same manner of time and day offered as patrons participating at gaming tables with
live wagers. No time restrictions, other than the day and time the High Hand promotion is in
effect, will be associated with patrons playing at NPN tables.
If only one patron is participating at a NPN table, the patron is dealt one hand and full table of
dummy hands are dealt. For example, if a full table of Stud is 8 players, and there is one NPN
player, then 7 dummy hands are dealt. If there are more NPN patrons, then fewer dummy
hands are dealt. When obtaining the qualifying hand, the patron would be eligible for the High
Hand prize.
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Match Play Promotion 2.0
Name and Advertisement Requirements.
The name of this promotion is “Match Play.” Casino may advertise various and
other names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino advertise a name that
does not include “Match Play”, the BGC ID listed above shall be referenced on
all advertisements relating to the Match Play Promotion.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this promotion, including but not
limited to the following, shall be prominently displayed in the Casino at all
times the promotion is being offered:
• Eligible games and time periods.
• Coupon value(s).
• Procedures to redeem coupons for Match Play Chips.

• When a player-dealer will be redeemed and when he or she will not be
redeemed for paying out a match-play wager.
• Any other applicable restrictions.
Controlled Games.
The Match Play promotion will be attached to Bureau approved player-dealer
games offered at the Casino. All base game rules will be played as approved by
the Bureau of Gambling Control. This includes Pai Gow Tiles (GEGA- 001332),
Hot Action Blackjack (GEGA-001334, GEGA-000589), Pai Gow Poker (GEGA001336), Three Card Poker (GEGA-002616, GEGA-002592), Pai Bac (GEGA003529, GEGA-003715), EZ Baccarat (GEGA-003619, GEGA-003994), and
Baccarat (GEGA-003748).
Rules of Play.
Patrons are awarded or provided match play coupons that will be exchanged
for Match Play chips. Players may receive coupons at the Casino, or via
advertisements in magazines, websites, mail, winning a Bureau approved
promotion, winning or signing up for a Bureau approved tournament, etc.
Players who receive a match play coupon will be eligible to win the specific
amount printed on the coupon if he/she places a wager on an eligible game
equal to or greater than the amount listed on the match play coupon. The
coupon or advertisement will be redeemed at the cage for a match play chip
prior to play. The cage will record and cancel the coupon and provide the
patron with a match play chip. The match play chip will be wagered in
conjunction with a real money wager by the player. The match play chip will be
easily distinguishable from casino chips purchased by customers.
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Prizes.
The match play coupons and chips shall have a value ranging from $5 to $500
for each coupon and corresponding match play chip. The amount will be
clearly stated on the chip and coupon. The player’s real money wager must be
equal to or greater than the amount of the match play chip.
When the player uses a match play chip and the player hand loses, the player
will only lose his/her original wager. The match play chip is collected by the
player-dealer, who shall redeem the chip from the house dealer for a gambling
chip(s), or redeem the match play chip from the cage. The player-dealer cannot
use the match play chip for making or paying wagers. If a player loses, the real
money part of the player wager is collected by the player-dealer.
If the player receives no action for any reason, including that the hand pushes,
there is a mis-deal or the player dealer does not cover, the match play chip may
be played again until the player wins or loses a hand.
If the player hand wins, the player collects, from the player-dealer, the winning
amount on his or her match play chip, the winning amount on his or her
matching and real money wager, and receives back his or her real money
wager. But the match play chip is collected by the player-house dealer who
shall redeem the chip from the house dealer for a gambling chipand the match
play chip shall have not redemption value.
EXAMPLE: A person receives a match play chip with a value of $10.00 that may
be used in any player-dealer game. The person would place the chip on the
gaming table; place a bet that matches or is greater than the amount on the chip,
and pay the posted collection (if applicable) for a single hand of play. If the
player wins the hand, he/she will receive $10.00 on the match play wager, $10
on the real money wager, and will receive back the real money wager. The
player-dealerhouse dealer will collect the match play chip.
Eligibility and Conditions.
The Match Play chip can be used only for player position wagers. The Casino
may limit the promotion to certain hours, specified games, to new players, and
to base game or specified wagers only. This promotion may be combined with
other offers, including food discounts. Any limits or conditions shall be listed
in the advertisements and printed on the coupon or posted in the Casino.
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Casino Employees (on and off duty and in and out of uniform) are not eligible
for the promotion. Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player Services
(TPPPS) employees who are assigned to work at the Casino are not eligible for
the promotion.
Players shall not exchange match play coupons or free play chips for live chips
except as provided herein for redemption. Additionally, players shall not give
match play coupons or free play chips to another player. The coupons and
chips shall only be redeemed after having been played.
Funding
The Match Play Coupon Promotion shall be fully funded by the Casino. There
shall be no additional promotion fees, jackpot fees, or collection fees taken in
order to fund this gaming activity or for players to participate. However,
Collection is charged on the full amount wagered, including the match play
chip.
No Purchase Necessary
The Match Play Coupon Promotion does not contain the element of chance.
Therefore, it does not constitute a lottery and does not require a No Purchase
Necessary table to be offered while conducting this gaming activity.
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Match Play Promotion
Name and Advertisement Requirements.
The name of this promotion is “Match Play.” Casino may advertise
various and other names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a name that does not include “Match Play”, the BGC ID listed
above shall be referenced on all advertisements relating to the Match
Play Promotion.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this promotion, including but
not limited to the following, shall be prominently displayed in the Casino
at all times the promotion is being offered:
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Coupon value(s).
Procedures to redeem coupons for Match Play Chips.
Any other applicable restrictions.

Controlled Games.
The Match Play promotion will be attached to Bureau approved playerdealer games offered at the Casino. All base game rules will be played as
approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control. This includes Pai Gow
Tiles (GEGA- 001332), Hot Action Blackjack (GEGA-001334, GEGA000589), Pai Gow Poker (GEGA-001336), Three Card Poker (GEGA002616, GEGA-002592), Pai Bac (GEGA-003529, GEGA-003715), EZ
Baccarat (GEGA-003619, GEGA-003994), and Baccarat (GEGA-003748).
Rules of Play.
Patrons are awarded or provided match play coupons that will be
exchanged for Match Play chips. Players may receive coupons at the
Casino, or via advertisements in magazines, websites, mail, winning a
Bureau approved promotion, winning or signing up for a Bureau
approved tournament, etc. Players who receive a match play coupon will
be eligible to win the specific amount printed on the coupon if he/she
places a wager on an eligible game equal to or greater than the amount
listed on the match play coupon. The coupon or advertisement will be
redeemed at the cage for a match play chip prior to play. The cage will
record and cancel the coupon and provide the patron with a match play
chip. The match play chip will be wagered in conjunction with a real
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money wager by the player. The match play chip will be easily
distinguishable from casino chips purchased by customers.
Prizes.
The match play coupons and chips shall have a value ranging from $5 to
$500 for each coupon and corresponding match play chip. The amount
will be clearly stated on the chip and coupon. The player’s real money
wager must be equal to or greater than the amount of the match play
chip.
When the player uses a match play chip and the hand loses, the player
will only lose his/her original wager. The match play chip is collected by
the player-dealer, who shall redeem the chip from the house dealer for a
gambling chip. The player-dealer cannot use the match play chip for
making or paying wagers. If a player loses, the real money part of the
player wager is collected by the player-dealer.
If the player receives no action for any reason, including that the hand
pushes, there is a mis-deal or the player dealer does not cover, the match
play chip may be played again until the player wins or loses a hand.
If the player wins, the player collects, from the player-dealer, the winning
amount on his or her match play chip, the winning amount on his or her
matching real money wager, and receives back his or her real money
wager. But the match play chip is collected by the player-dealer who
shall redeem the chip from the house dealer for a gambling chip.
EXAMPLE: A person receives a match play chip with a value of $10.00
that may be used in any player-dealer game. The person would place the
chip on the gaming table; place a bet that matches or is greater than the
amount on the chip, and pay the posted collection (if applicable) for a
single hand of play. If the player wins the hand, he/she will receive
$10.00 on the match play wager, $10 on the real money wager, and will
receive back the real money wager. The player-dealer dealer will collect
the match play chip.
Eligibility and Conditions.
The Match Play chip can be used only for player position wagers. The
Casino may limit the promotion to certain hours, specified games, to new
players, and to base game wagers only. This promotion may be
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combined with other offers, including food discounts. Any limits or
conditions shall be listed in the advertisements and printed on the
coupon or posted in the Casino.
Casino Employees (on and off duty and in and out of uniform) are not
eligible for the promotion. Third-Party Providers of Proposition Player
Services (TPPPS) employees who are assigned to work at the Casino are
not eligible for the promotion.
Players shall not exchange match play coupons or free play chips for live
chips except as provided herein for redemption. Additionally, players
shall not give match play coupons or free play chips to another player.
The coupons and chips shall only be redeemed after having been played.
Funding
The Match Play Coupon Promotion shall be fully funded by the Casino.
There shall be no additional promotion fees, jackpot fees, or collection
fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to
participate. However, Collection is charged on the full amount wagered,
including the match play chip.
No Purchase Necessary
The Match Play Coupon Promotion does not contain the element of
chance. Therefore, it does not constitute a lottery and does not require a
No Purchase Necessary table to be offered while conducting this gaming
activity.
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Section III – JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.
1.

Name of Proposed Gaming Activity:
Daily Early Bird Special Bonus or Morning Bonus
(Also referred to as part of the “Bay Area’s Best Bonus Programs”)

2.

Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity.
Texas Hold’em and Omaha

3.

Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
There are no jackpots or prizes based on this promotion. However, the game the
players choose to play may have a jackpot or a prize appended to it.

4.

If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a fixed amount?
N/A – there’s no prize

5.

Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded.
House Funded

6.

Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for
example, a jackpot fee collection.
No special fee is taken

7.

Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded.
N/A – there’s no prize.

8.

Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron.
There is no prize involved.

9.

Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won.
N/A - there’s no prize.

10.

Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize.
Minimum: There would have to be at least enough players willing to play poker
together on the same table at the same limit in order for anyone to receive a
bonus.
Maximum: The bonuses may be limited by the number of seats available in the
poker room.

11.

Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any type of fee for
operating the gaming activity.
There is no fee associated with these gaming activities.

12.

Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees.
N/A – there is no prize

13.

Provide any copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature.
See attachments.

14.

Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity.
There are no other entities or persons.

15.

Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity.
The tables and equipment used are the same standard equipment and tables that
are used for Texas Hold’em and Omaha games.

Description of gaming activities:
MORNING BONUSES
The Morning Bonus will be offered in at a predetermined specific time for a specific
game or games (9 am for the first 6-12 game and 10 am for the 12-24) or the Morning
Bonus may be offered for a predetermined period of time for a specific game or games (8
am to 10 am for all 3-6 Hold’em games).
Morning bonuses may be offered to any limit of approved Texas Hold’em, Omaha, or
Stud games. Eligible games will be posted. Games that a Morning Bonus is offered on
will be called “bonus games.”
Players will be required to be in the specified game at the predetermined time or on the
list for the specified game. Bonuses may be limited to a predetermined number of
players. The number of players will range between 1 and 50. These limits will be
posted.
The Morning Bonus awards a predetermined amount of chips to players that buy into
specific predetermined games for a predetermined minimum amount of chips. The
minimum required buy-in will range from $10 to $500. The bonus itself will range
between $5 and $100. The bonus amounts will be posted.
Players taking advantage of the Morning Bonus promotion will be required to play for a
predetermined amount of time. The minimum required amount of time will be between
30 minutes and 3 hours. This requirement will be met or nullified in one of the following
ways:
1. The player meets the time requirement by playing for the specified amount of
time before or after the bonus is received.

2. The player loses the minimum required amount for the Morning Bonus buy-in
plus the Morning Bonus.
3. The player quits the game and returns the entire bonus received or all of his/her
remaining chips (whichever is smaller).
Within the previously stated ranges, different minimum buy-ins, different bonus
amounts, different times offered, different amounts of time required to play, and different
limits on the number of players that may get the bonus may be applied to different limits
or games.
Public Relations Exceptions:
A player sitting in a game where he/she does not qualify for the morning bonus offered in
that game me be allowed to receive a bonus of smaller amount that is offered in another
limit without switching to that game to get it. Also, the Floor-person may choose to give
someone a morning bonus based on time already played before the bonus was handed
out.
Rules
1. Players joining a bonus game, after the specific time that the bonus is offered,
will not be eligible for the bonus – even if the no players or less than the
maximum number of players have received that bonus.
2. Players must play for at least the minimum required amount of time after
receiving the bonus (or before receiving the bonus if that is the requirement)
unless they lose it.
3. Players must play the minimum required amount of buy-in to receive the bonus
plus the bonus amount. They may not buy-in, get the bonus, and then take a
portion of it off of the table.
4. Players may not remove chips from the table except for tipping and changing
chips to cash to pay for food or drinks from the house.
This is allowed now. SB 730 Effective 1/1/08
Sec. 9 Section 336.5 is added to the penal code to read:
336.5. Gaming chips may be used on the gaming floor by a
patron of a gambling establishment, as defined in subdivision
(m) of Section 19805 of the Business and Professions Code, to
pay for food and beverage items that are served at the table.
5. A player may only get one Morning Bonus (of any kind) per day.
6. If players sign up for a “bonus game” by the required time but the game doesn’t
start until a later time, the eligible players that wait around for the game to begin
and start the game when it does, will receive the appropriate bonus once the
game begins. The maximum limit of players that may receive a bonus (if any)
will still apply.
7. Bonus players are not allowed to miss the blinds while on the bonus. Players’
blinds will be put up for them if they are not at the table when they come.

8. A player may return the entire bonus and cash out, before he/she has satisfied
his/her two hours of play, if the player has been playing in the same limit game
that the bonus was given in for at least one hour before the bonus was offered.
9. If a player quits the bonus game before satisfying his/her requirements for the
bonus, the player may be disqualified from receiving a bonus in the future for a
period of time up to for life.

...

Section III - JACKPOTS, CASHPOTS, BONUSES, PROMOTIONS, etc.

1.

Name of Proposed Gaming Activity:
New Player Coupon or Introductory Offer for our new Poker Players
(Hold'em/Omaha players)
(Also referred to as part of the "Bay Area's Best Bonus Programs")

2.

Name each controlled game that is associated with this gaming activity.
Texas Hold'em and Omaha

3.

Describe any jackpot or any other type of prize awarded.
There are no jackpots or prizes based on this promotion. However, the game the
players choose to play may have a jackpot or a prize appended to it.

4.

If a cash prize is involved, is the amount of the prize progressive (increases)
or a fixed amount?
NIA- there?s no prize

5.

Explain if the gaming activity is house funded or player funded.
House Funded

6.

Describe any special fee collection involved in this gaming activity, for
example, a jackpot fee collection.
No special fee is taken

7.

Describe how the jackpot will be seeded and how any prizes will be awarded.
NIA - there's no prize.

8.

Explain any prize distribution including prizes given to the winner, loser, or
any other player or patron.
There is no prize involved.

9.

Explain any re-seeding of the fund once the prize is won.
NIA - there's no prize.

10.

Explain any minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt
into the game for the table to be eligible for the gaming activity and prize.
Minimum: There would have to be at least enough players willing to play poker
together on the same table at the same limit in order for anyone to receive a
bonus.
Maximum: The bonuses may be limited by the number of seats available in the
poker room.

·11.

Explain if the house is retaining any administrative or any type of fee for
operating the gaming activity.
There is no fee associated with these gaming activities.

12.

Describe any opportunity(s) for a person to play for the prize without placing
any live wagers or paying any table fees.
NIA - there is no prize

13.

Provide any copies of any published/proposed promotion or advertisement
literature.
See attachments.

14.

Identify any entity or person other than those licensed as the house involved
in the gaming activity.
There are no other entities or persons.

15.

Describe the type of table and equipment utilized for the gaming activity.
The tables and equipment used are the same standard equipment and tables that
are used for Texas Hold'em and Omaha games.

Description of gaming activities:
NEW PLAYER BONUSES
If a qualifying new player brings in a coupon from a publication, our in-house brochure,
the internet, or the player mentions the television ad, the player will receive a bonus when
he/she buys in at least $20 in a Hold'em, Omaha, or Stud game. For the Napa or Solano
express coupon, the player receives $40 on top of his/her $20 buy-in. For all other
coupons, the new player will receive $30 for his/her $20 buy-in.

The California Grand Casino reserves the right to change the bonus amounts, the required
buy-in amounts, the games or game limits that bonuses are offered to, the amount oftime
that players are required to play, the times that bonuses are offered, or the days that
bonuses are offered on with notice to the division.

I. Players must play for at least 2 hours unless they lose the new player bonus and
the minimum buy-in ($20).
2. Players must play the bonus plus the $20 and may not take chips off of the table
for except to tip or buy food or drinks from the house.
3. Individuals are only eligible for a New Player Bonus the first time the visit the
California Grand Casino.
4. Only one coupon may be used by an individual - ever.
5. If a player wants to quit the game before satisfying the two hour requirement,
he/she must give up the entire bonus or the entire amount of chips he/she has
left in chips (whichever is smaller).

Pai Gow Poker Bonanza Promotion
California Grand Casino
July 29, 2003

SUMMARY OF GAME
The California Grand Casino proposes to add a progressive jackpot element to our existing
Pai Gow Poker games. Under this innovation, a prize is awarded to players in games where a
predetermined minimum qualifying hand is beaten by a predetermined minimum qualifying hand.
Prizes are paid from a prize pool (Jackpot Fund) funded by a fee paid by participating players.
With the exception of the rules related to the funding and distribution of the jackpot element,
the rules and standards of play for the Pai Gow Poker Jackpot Games are the same as Pai Gow
Poker. The number of cards in the deck, the type of deck, the function of the dealer, the number of
players, rotation of the player/dealer position, collection of table fees, betting limits and how
winners are determined and paid will all be consistent with existing procedures.
Since the jackpot element will be added to an existing game, there will be no new tables
utilized for the play of this game.

THE PRIZE
A prize (Jackpot Prize) will be awarded when one player at a game gets a predetermined
minimum qualifying hand beaten by another player with a predetermined minimum qualifying
hand. As this is a progressive jackpot, the amount of the Jackpot prize will vary depending on the
volume of play and frequency of which players win the prize. California Grand Casino will control
the allocation of the Jackpot Collection to Jackpot prizes. The available Jackpot Prize will be
posted on a board on the wall in the Pai Gow Poker section of the casino. The board will be
updated daily as the prize increases or decreases so that all players will have notice of the current
Jackpot Prize. When someone qualifies for the prize the board will be adjusted immediately.
When players obtain the specified hand combination and claim the Jackpot Prize, the
qualifying hands will be verified by the dealer and a floor-person. Surveillance cameras will be
utilized to assure all employees and customers followed the required procedures. The winning
player's identification will be obtained and necessary paperwork completed prior to the payout of
the Jackpot Prizes. The California Grand Casino will record all prizes awarded and the names of
the winners as part of its Pai Gow Poker Jackpot accounting records.
For any and all promotions, the owner, manager or designated employee may review the
proper records, videotapes and deck, and interview employees and players, prior to authorizing the
payment of any prize. Once California Grand Casino management has determined that the award of
the prize is appropriate, the posted Jackpot Prize will be paid out to the players. The player who
lost the hand will receive sixty (60%) percent of the posted Jackpot Prize for that game, and the
remaining forty (40%) percent of the prize will evenly distributed among all the other players at the
table who made a wager and paid a table fee collection for that particular hand.

FUNDING
Pai Gow Poker Jackpot Prizes will be funded by a separate collection fee paid by players
prior to the start of each hand (Jackpot Collection). The Jackpot Collection will be either $1.00 or

Pai Gow Poker Bonanza Promotion
California Grand Casino
July 29, 2003

$2.00 per hand depending on the rules of the promotion. The Jackpot collection fee will not be
collected if there are not at least three hands, which had been wagered upon, in play against the
Player/dealer. In the event that there were fewer than three hands wagered upon, the game would
not be recognized as an official Jackpot game and a Jackpot fee would not be collected. If a Jackpot
fee is not collected, the participants would not be eligible for the Jackpot prize. The amount of the
Jackpot Collection and predetermined number of participants with playing hands will be posted
within view of each participating table. The California Grand Casino reserves the right to change
the number of hands required to be played against the Player/dealer when determining Jackpot
eligibility.
Jackpot Collections are determined and collected before the player/dealer's hand is exposed.
Jackpot Collections are not calculated based on a percentage of the amount wagered. California
Grand Casino will provide the initial seeding of the Jackpot Fund and may from time-to-time
provide additional infusions of money to add to the size of the pool and the excitement of the game.
The Jackpot Collection will be posted by the player in the Player/Dealer position. When
there is more than one player participating in the Player/Dealer position, the player who has the
most money in action in the first Player/Dealer position will be responsible for posting the full
Jackpot Collection.
JACKPOT COLLECTION & ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

The Jackpot Collection from all Pai Gow Poker games will be collected, counted, secured
and recorded in the same manner as the table fees paid to California Grand Casino. The dealer will
collect this fee (in the form of chips) prior to the player/dealer's hand being exposed. This
collection will be traded for a special Jackpot Chip which is different from any other chip used at
the California Grand Casino. The dealer will then drop the chip(s) into the same box that the rest of
the collections are dropped into. The locked collection boxes will be gathered by an employee of
the California Grand Casino at designated times and transported to the cashier's cage. The
collection boxes will be unlocked and the contents counted subject to minimum internal control
standards similar to those used by California Grand Casino in collecting its table fees. The total
dollar volume of the Jackpot Chips taken from each collection box will be recorded on a Daily
Jackpot Collection Report (Jackpot Collection Report) that will be maintained as an accounting
record and shall be available to the Division of Gambling Control for audit and inspection. The
Jackpot Collection Report will document the amount of Jackpot Collections received at each
participating Pai Gow Poker gaming table during each shift.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY PROCEDURES

Pai Gow Poker Jackpot Games will be offered for free to all persons who wish to participate
in a No Purchase Necessary game. California Grand Casino will provide instructional tables for all
patrons who request to participate in Pai Gow Poker Jackpot games without paying a table fee or a
Jackpot Collection. There will not be live wagers at these tables. Participants in No Purchase
Necessary instructional tables will be eligible to win their portion of the posted Jackpot Prize, if
they participate in a game where a player obtains the designated Jackpot hand. No Purchase
Necessary Game will be available on a general and indiscriminate basis.

Pai Gow Poker Bonanza Promotion
California Grand Casino
July 29, 2003

THIRD PARTY PROVIDERS OF PROPOSITTONAL PLAYER SERVICES
Third Party Providers of Propositional Player Services, as defined by Section 19980 of the
California Business and Professions Code, their agents and employees (Prop Player), are not
eligible to win any portion of the Jackpot Prize. If a Prop Player receives a Qualifying Hand,
his/her portion of the Jackpot Prize will not be paid and will remain in the Jackpot Fund. If a Prop
Player is a participant in a Qualifying Hand with another player(s), the prop player will not be
eligible to receive his/her portion of the Jackpot Prize and the full Jackpot Prize will be paid to the
other players.

FLAT ADMINISTRATIVE FEE
California Grand Casino may retain a flat administrative fee from the Jackpot Fund based on
the number of table hours that Pai Gow Poker Jackpot Games are offered (Administrative Fee). The
Administrative Fee will not fluctuate based on the amount of money placed into the Jackpot Fund.
California Grand Casino reserves the right to adjust its flat Administrative Fee based on market
factors and cost of operating Pai Gow Poker Jackpot Games. California Grand Casino projects that
its Administrative Fee will be in the range of $4.00 to $6.00 per table hour. California Grand
Casino will designate the flat Administrative Fee and will provide advance ample notice of its flat
fee to all customers in accordance with Regulations adopted by the Gambling control Regulations.

ELIGIBILITY FOR THE JACKPOT PRIZE
Only the first Player/Dealer position is eligible to win the Jackpot Prize. If there is more
than one player with a wager in the first Player/Dealer, the Jackpot Prize will be divided equally
between the players. All players in the player position, who have made a wager and have paid the
table fee for any betting circle, regardless of the amount wagered, are eligible to win the Jackpot.
Eligible players in the player position will share the Jackpot Prize in equal shares regardless of the
amount of their wagers.

QUALIFYING HAND FOR PAI GOW POKER
A hand with a pair in the two-card (front) hand and a flush or better in the five-card (back)
hand is beaten by a higher ranked pair in the two card (front) hand and a higher ranked flush or
better in the five-card (back) hand.

QUALIFYING HAND OPTION FOR PAI GOW POKER
To increase or decrease the frequency (odds) of the Pai Gow Poker Jackpot Prize being
awarded, the California Grand Casino reserves the right to adjust the minimum qualifying hands.
California Grand Casino will give ample advanced notice to all patrons of any changes to the
minimum qualifying hands and will notify the division of said adjustment.

Player Appreciation Promotion
Bureau Requirements
Advertising
The California Grand may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004292) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the California Grand at all times the gaming activity
is being offered for play:
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Amount of time required to play.
Prize amounts.
Any other applicable eligibility restrictions or conditions.

Controlled Games
The promotion will be attached to all Bureau approved games offered at the California Grand
Casino. All base game rules will be played as approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control.
Rules of Play
Patrons are awarded or provided with free or discounted food, prizes or merchandise based on
participating in a controlled game. The Casino may restrict the promotion to designated games
or times. The promotion is open to persons playing at the designated games or times and
without an element of chance. The award of a promotion may be based on the time spent
playing a game and the type of game. If time is used, a player’s time will be tracked manually
through a log or by handing out tickets to players hourly.
Eligibility
• This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at an
approved game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the
gaming activity, subject to the limitations in this approval and house rules.
•

There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt in during a
qualifying game in order for the players to be eligible for this gaming activity.

•

Employees are eligible on and off duty and in and out of uniform.

•

A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to
participate in the gaming activity on or off duty.

Prize
The prize amount shall be a fixed amount ranging from $1 to $250 in the form of free or
discounted food, prizes or merchandise.
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Player Appreciation Promotion
Funding
This promotion shall be paid by the Casino. There shall be no additional jackpot fees or
collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to participate.
Administrative Fees
The California Grand Casino shall not retain an administrative fee as this promotion is house
funded.
Record Keeping
Each time the promotion is offered, the Casino will keep a log or record with the rules and prizes
for each instance of the promotion.
•
•
•

The games or tables in use and relevant time periods.
Promotion Amounts.
Any other eligibility or entry rules, criteria or restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

No Purchase Necessary
The Player Appreciation Promotion does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it does
not constitute a lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table to be offered while
conducting this promotion.
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CALIFORNIA GRAND POKER
TOURNAMENT STRUCTURES
Under all circumstances, the tournament structure chosen will be written out on a tournament
information sheet available to customers before sign-ups begin for any tournament.

Re-buy and No Re-buy Tournaments
Sign-ups
Tournament sign-ups are available to the general public (anyone 21 years of age or older).
However, the California Grand Casino reserves the right, at the California Grand Casino’s
discretion, to refuse tournament entry to anyone.
Sign-ups begin at a designated time prior to the posted start time. Players should call or come in
and ask the cashier for details. Due to limited space, players in live games may be given
preference over those players that are not playing in live games at the designated sign-up time.
Except for the possibility that preference will be given to players in live games (specifically, the
live game that has been going to longest), Sign-ups will generally be based on a first come, first
served basis. However, if there is limited space, we may use a lottery system to determine who
will be allowed to participate.

Alternates
Due to limited space, the tournament director may take sign-ups for alternates. These alternates
may be allowed to enter the tournament if an additional table is used for tournament play, after
play has begun and someone busts out, or to take a player’s place if s/he cancels.
In an emergency, an alternate(s) may be put in at management’s discretion.
Alternates must enter the tournament before the blinds/limits have been raised to a
predetermined amount that will be posted in the tournament rules for all entrants to see before
the start of the tournament.

Buy-ins
Buy-in amounts will be determined before the start of the tournament. Buy-ins will cost from $0
(free) to $10,000. Players may be allowed to buy in to the tournament a second time (once

they’ve busted out) but they will be treated as an alternate and must be put back on the bottom of
the alternate list (if there is one) in order to do so.

Starting Chip Amounts
All tournament players start with the same, predetermined number of tournament chips.
Tournament players will start with an amount from $500 to $100,000 in tournament chips.

Administrative Fees
A predetermined administrative fee may be charged for each buy-in. This fee is in addition to the buyin. The California Grand may charge from 0 to $2,000 as an administrative fee. This fee will not be
included in the prize pool.

Re-buys (Re-buy Tournaments only)
Players may re-buy anytime they have less than a predetermined number of tournament chips.
Players will receive a predetermined number of tournament chips for each re-buy. Re-buys will
cost a set amount from $5 to $10,000. Re-buys continue until a predetermined limit is reached,
up to a certain time (i.e. one hour into the tournament), or until the first table breaks, after which,
no re-buys will be allowed.

Add-on (Re-buy Tournaments only)
Add-ons may or may not be offered on a tournament.
If they are offered, at a predetermined point in the tournament (generally, at the moment that the
blinds will be raised to a specified amount), the tournament will be paused. The dealers offer an
Add-on to anyone that wishes to purchase one. Add-ons are available to all remaining players
(regardless of how many chips a player has). The Add-on costs a predetermined amount from $5
to $10,000 for which the player receives a predetermined amount in tournament chips.
Generally, the Add-on is offered at the last opportunity to re-buy.

Blind and Limit Structures
Fixed Limit Structure
Round
1
2
3
4
5

Blinds
5 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 40
40 - 80
100-200

Limit
10 - 20
20 - 40
40 - 80
80 - 160
200-400

Round
6
7
8
9
10

Blinds
200 - 400
500 - 1,000
1,000 - 2,000
2,000 - 4,000
5,000 - 10,000
ETC.

Limit
400 1,000 2,000 4,000 10,000-

800
2,000
4,000
8,000
20,000

Spread Limit Structure
Round
1
2
3
4
5

Blinds
5 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 40
40 - 80
100-200

Pot-Limit Structure
Round
1
2
3
4
5

Blinds
5 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 40
40 - 80
100-200

No-Limit Structure
Round
1
2
3
4
5

Blinds
5 - 10
10 - 20
20 - 40
40 - 80
100-200

Round
6
7
8
9
10

Blinds
200 - 400
500 - 1,000
1,000 - 2,000
2,000 - 4,000
5,000 - 10,000
ETC.

Limit
400 to 800
1,000 to 5,000
2,000 to 10,000
4,000 to 20,000
10,000 to 50,000

Limit
Round
10 - Pot-limit 6
20 - Pot-limit 7
40 - Pot-limit 8
80 - Pot-limit 9
200- Pot-limit 10

Blinds
200 - 400
500 - 1,000
1,000 - 2,000
2,000 - 4,000
5,000 - 10,000
ETC.

Limit
400 - Pot-limit
1,000 - Pot-limit
2,000 - Pot-limit
4,000 - Pot-limit
10,000- Pot-limit

Limit
Round
10 - No-limit 6
20 - No-limit 7
40 - No-limit 8
80 - No-limit 9
200- No-limit 10

Blinds
200 - 400
500 - 1,000
1,000 - 2,000
2,000 - 4,000
5,000 - 10,000
ETC.

Limit
400 - No-limit
1,000 - No-limit
2,000 - No-limit
4,000 - No-limit
10,000- No-limit

Limit
10 to 50
20 to 100
40 to 200
80 to 400
200to1000

In order to make the tournament go faster, the starting blind amounts and corresponding limits may be
increased. In other words, we may start the tournament with the blinds at 20-40 instead of at 5-10. Any
changes would be posted prior to the start of any tournament.
Tournament wager structures may change to No-Limit at the final table.

Games
Any of the following games may be played in a tournament:
1.
Texas Hold’em (Hold’em) High, Low, or High/Low Split
2.
Omaha High, Low, or High/Low Split
3.
7-Card Stud High, Low, or High/Low Split (Razz)
Tournaments may be structured so that one approved game is played from beginning to end or a
combination of approved games are played (i.e. Omaha is played until the blinds are raised, then
Hold’em is played and they alternate back and forth).
Except where specifically stated in tournament rules, rules of play for the tournaments will be the
same as in the live games.

Rounds
Blinds and limits get raised at a predetermined interval (i.e. every 12 minutes)

Minimum and Maximum number of tables
The minimum number of tables for a tournament is one. The minimum number of tables for a
“Guaranteed” Prize Pool (see Prize Pool Structures below) is three. The maximum number of
tables is limited by the number of tables available (not in use by live games) and ultimately by
the number of gaming tables authorized for play at the California Grand Casino. At
management’s discretion, live games may be broken to accommodate tournament tables. Also,
the number of tournament tables may be limited by management, even when open tables are
available.

Minimum and Maximum number of players
The minimum number of players for any tournament is 2. The minimum number of players
required to hold a “Guaranteed” Prize Pool (see below) tournament is 21 players. If, before the
scheduled tournament start time, less than 21 players are signed-up for a tournament that is
schedule to be a “Guaranteed” Prize Pool structure, the tournament structure will be changed
from a “Guaranteed” Prize Pool structure to a “Regular” or an “Added” Prize Pool structure or
the tournament may be cancelled.
The maximum number of players will depend upon the number of tables that will be used for the
tournament. No more than 10 players will be put on any table.
The California Grand Casino reserves the right to increase the minimum number of players
required for any tournament Prize Pool structure.

Prize Pool Structures
There are three types of prize pool structures for tournaments:
1. “Guaranteed” Prize Pools
In a tournament with a guaranteed prize pool, the California Grand Casino will
guarantee that the prize pool will be at least a certain amount. The amount of the
“Guaranteed” Prize Pool will range from $500 to $1,000,000. If the total of the buyins plus the re-buys and the add-ons does not equal the amount guaranteed, the
California Grand will pay out the amount that was guaranteed before the beginning of
the tournament or cancel the tournament. If the total of the buy-ins plus the re-buys
and the add-ons is greater than the amount guaranteed, the prize pool will be
increased to match the total amount collected (not including any administrative fees).
2. “Regular” Prize Pools

Under this structure, the tournament prize pool will be equal to the sum of all the buyins, the re-buys, and the add-ons. Nothing will be taken from the prize pool and
nothing more will be added.
3. “Added” Prize Pools
Under this structure, the tournament prize pool will be equal to the sum of all the buyins, the re-buys, and the add-ons plus whatever predetermined amount the “House” is
adding to the tournament. . The amount of the “Added” Prize Pool will range from
$500 to $1,000,000.

Prize Pay-out Structure
If 2 or 3 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
1st
100% of the total prize pool
If 4 to 9 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
1st
75% of the total prize pool
2nd
25% of the total prize pool
If 10 to 13 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
1st
65% of the total prize pool
nd
2
25% of the total prize pool
3rd
10% of the total prize pool
If 14 to 30 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
1st
50% of the total prize pool
2nd
20% of the total prize pool
rd
3
10% of the total prize pool
6% of the total prize pool
4th
5th – 8th
3.5% of the total prize pool
If 30 players or more play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
1st
50% of the total prize pool
20% of the total prize pool
2nd
rd
10% of the total prize pool
3
4th
5% of the total prize pool
th
th
5 – 10
2.5% of the total prize pool
For any tournament where the prize is $10,000 or more, regardless of the number of players, the
prize percentage structures may be:
1st
40% of the total prize pool
nd
2
20% of the total prize pool
3rd
10% of the total prize pool
th
4
6% of the total prize pool
5th
4% of the total prize pool
th
th
6 - 10
2% of the total prize pool

11th – 20th

1% of the total prize pool

1st Alternative structures
If 2 or 3 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
75 % of the total prize pool
1st
nd
2
25% of the total prize pool
If 4 to 9 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
1st
70% of the total prize pool
nd
2
30% of the total prize pool
If 10 to 13 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
1st
50% of the total prize pool
nd
2
35% of the total prize pool
3rd
15% of the total prize pool
If 14 to 30 players play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
45% of the total prize pool
1st
nd
2
25% of the total prize pool
3rd
10% of the total prize pool
th
4
6% of the total prize pool
5th – 8th
3.5% of the total prize pool
If 30 players or more play in the tournament, the following structure will be used:
40% of the total prize pool
1st
nd
2
25% of the total prize pool
3rd
15% of the total prize pool
th
5% of the total prize pool
4
5th – 10th
2.5% of the total prize pool
For any tournament where the prize is $10,000 or more, regardless of the number of players, the
prize percentage structures may be:
1st
35% of the total prize pool
nd
2
20% of the total prize pool
3rd
10% of the total prize pool
4th
6% of the total prize pool
th
5
4% of the total prize pool
6th - 10th
2% of the total prize pool
th
th
11 – 20
1.5% of the total prize pool

Merging Tables
There are two ways to handle players busting out of the tournament and subsequently balancing
out/breaking tables:

1. The tournament director will go around and select players to move from a table with
more players to a table that is short of players. When enough players have gone busted,
the tournament director will merge players from one table into the remaining tables.
2. The players will play down until there are a predetermined number of players on each
table. The players that are left will then be merged together on one table where they will
play for the prize pool or the players left on each table will win a prize.

End of the Tournament
If the game played on the final table of the tournament is a High/Low split game, the tournament
ends when three players are left with chips. The three players then count down their chips and
the player with the most chips wins first place, the player with the second most chips wins
second place, and the player with the least chips wins third place.
Otherwise, tournaments end when there is only one player left with chips or the players have
arranged a split.

Bounties
In any type of tournament, before the tournament begins, the house may put a “bounty” on a
designated player or players’ heads. This means that whoever wins the pot when the designated
player(s) go/goes busted win(s) the bounty. The house may put up the bounty(s); sort of like an
add-on to the tournament prize pool or it may take a certain portion of the prize pool and allocate
it toward bounties. . The amount of the bounty will range from $10 to $100,000.

Problem Players
The California Grand Casino reserves the right to remove (eject) anyone from the tournament at
any time if the California Grand management feels that it is in the best interest of our staff, our
customers, or the business in general. Any player removed from the tournament may lose their
rights to all prizes and in most cases, will not be given a full or partial refund.
The California Grand Casino may also impose penalties on players. Among other things,
penalties may include sitting out a number of hands. If a player is told to sit out a number of
hands, even though the player is not allowed to play during the penalty period, the player’s chips
will be forfeited for the blinds.
Under certain circumstances, if a player’s behavior warrants or the behavior persists after
penalties and warnings are given, a player may be barred from playing tournaments in the future
or may be barred from entering the casino in the future.

TERMS
Action

When a player, in any way; checks, bets, calls, raises, re-raises, or folds.

Active Player

Any player who has not folded yet.

Add-on

A one time purchase of chips that takes place at a predetermined point in
the tournament

Aggressive Action

A wager that could enable a player to win a pot without a showdown; a bet
or a raise.

All-in

A player is All-in when he has put all the chips he has on the table into the
pot. All-in players can win what is proportionately in the pot at the point
in the betting that they go all-in. All-in players do not need to call any
additional bets for the hand.

Alternate

Any player that is put on a waiting list to see if he/she can get into the
tournament after all available seats have been assigned to other players.

Ante

A predetermined amount put into the pot, before any cards are dealt, by
each player wishing to be dealt-in.

Bet

A form of action where a player acting in-turn puts an amount in the pot
which must then be called by the remaining players in order to continue in
the hand.

Bicycle or Wheel

A five high straight.

Big Blind

The largest blind in a game (not counting the kill if there is one).

Blind

A bet made before any cards are dealt.

Blind Bet or Raise

A wager made prior to looking at any cards. This is done to induce action
not because it is a forced bet.

Bluff

Betting an inferior hand in order to eliminate other players.

Boxed Card

A card which has been turned face up in the deck.

Bring-in

A predetermined amount that the pot can be opened for. It may be a
minimum and a maximum, a minimum only, or a maximum only.

Broken Game

A game that is no longer in action.

Bug

Slang term for the Joker.

Burn

Any cards taken out of play by the dealer. Usually the top card before
further cards are dealt after the initial deal.

Bust Out/Go Busted When a player loses all his/her chips
Button

An object which rotates around the table and designates the player who is
the dealer position.

Button Games

Games which utilize a dealer button.

Buy-in

The amount that players must pay in order to enter the tournament.

Cage

A cashier’s window located in a casino where chips and/or monetary
transactions take place.

Call

To match the amount bet by another player.

Cap or Capped

Describes a situation in limit poker in which the maximum number of
raises on the betting round has been reached.

Check

Choosing not to bet while reserving the right to fold, call, or raise if
another player bets.

Check Raise

When a player checks first then raises another player has bet in the same
betting round.

Chips or Checks

Tangible representatives of value which are individually valued at
different dollar amounts.

Community Cards

Cards dealt face up on the table to be used by all players at the table to
make a poker hand.

Dead Hand

A hand that is no longer in play. (e.g. A player's hand may become dead
when it is placed in the muck, face down, either by the dealer or a player).

Dealer Button

Same as button.

Draw out

When a player starts with an inferior hand but after the draw is over has a
better hand.

Fixed Limit Game

Generally - Any game in which the bets in any round are limited to a
specific predetermined amount for each round of betting.

Fold

When a player forfeits his hand and any rights to the pot in play.

Forced Bet

A bet that must be put up in order to start the action for a hand.

Forced Blind

A blind that must be put up by a player in order for that player to play the
hand.

Gut shot

A draw to a straight where only four cards can complete it.

Hand

1) The cards held by any individual player. 2) The play which occurs
between the time the dealer cuts the deck until the all hands are mucked
and the pot is awarded.

Head-up

When there are only two players involved in a hand.

Hole Cards

A player's cards which are kept face down.

Kicker

The card that gives one player a better hand when two or more players
have the same pair, three of a kind, or four of a kind.

Kill

A blind bet which increases the betting limits for the next hand. An action
which forfeits a hands rights to a pot.

Kill-it

Putting up a blind bet which increases the betting limits the next hand.

Killing a Hand

The act which forfeits a hand’s rights to the pot.

Lottery System

A system by which players draw numbers and the tournament director will
sign players up for the tournament based upon the numbers that are drawn.

Muck (n)

The pile of discards.

Muck (v)

The act of putting a player’s hand in the discard pile.

No Limit Game

Any game in which the maximum a player can bet at any time is only
limited to the amount of chips s/he has on the table.

Nuts

An unbeatable hand; a lock.

Open

The initial bet made after any blinds or antes are put up and the initial
cards are dealt.

Open Blind

A game in which the first player or players to the left of the dealer button
bet before any cards are dealt or when a player opens the pot without
looking at his/her cards before betting.

Open End

A draw to a straight where eight cards can complete the straight.

Out Kicked

When one player's kicker is the determining factor between him winning
or losing a hand.

Outrun

To start with the best hand but after another card(s) come(s), another
player ends up winning.

Outs

Cards that will give a player a winning hand.

Pass

Folding when there is a bet or checking when there is no bet.

Post

When a player who has missed the blind or is just entering the game puts
up a blind bet. Part or all of the amount plays for the player on the first
round of betting.

Pot

The sum of all the antes, blinds, and other action for a particular hand.

Pot Limit Game

Any game in which the maximum a player can bet or raise is limited to the
size of the pot.

Rabbit Hunting

Looking through the discards or the stub.

Raise

To simultaneously call a player's bet while increasing the amount of the
wager.

Raise Blind

A game in which the first player bets to open the pot and the second player
raises before any cards are dealt or the act of raising before looking at any
cards.

Re-buy

An action taken by a player whereby the player purchases

Re-raise

To simultaneously call the bet and all subsequent raises while increasing
the amount of the wager.

Round

The period of time during which blinds and limits stay the same. Round
can also refer to a round of betting. The time during a hand when betting
occurs. (There are four rounds of betting in a typical Texas Hold’em
hand.)

Short Bet

Any bet that is less than half the required amount to bet or call.

Showdown

The point at which all action ceases for that hand and remaining players
expose their hands in order to have an opportunity to win the pot.

Split

Where the players that make it to the final table of the tournament
negotiate a split of the prize pool amongst themselves.

Spread Limit Game Any game in which the bets are limited to a predetermined minimum and
maximum on each round of betting.
Straight Limit

Any game in which bets are made in the same predetermined increments
throughout the entire hand.

String Raise

When a player does not either: verbally declare raise prior to putting any
chips into the pot or put at least the appropriate amount of chips to call
plus half or more of the amount required to raise into the pot in one
motion (without going back to his/her stack to get more chips.

Stub

The remainder of the deck held by the dealer during a hand.

Table Stakes

During any hand, players may only bet, call, etc. using chips that were on
the table prior to the dealing of the cards.

Time

A request made by a player wishing to stop the action in order to review
his/her options.

Trips

Three of a kind.

Winner Blind

A game in which the winner of the last pot posts a blind before any cards
are dealt.

Royal Flush Bonanza
Advertisement Requirements
California Grand Casino (CGC) may advertise various names for this gaming activity. If a
different name is advertised, the BGC ID must be referenced on all advertisements relating to
this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the California Grand Casino at all times that the
gaming activity is being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Qualifying Hands.
Prize Amount.
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Controlled Game
The Royal Flush Bonanza shall be attached to all limits and versions of the currently approved
games offered at The California Grand Casino, as shown below.
•

All approved poker games

All controlled game rules will be played as previously approved by the Bureau.
Rules of Play
The Royal Flush Bonanza features a progressive prize element funded by the California Grand
Casino. If a player makes a Royal Flush, he/she will win the prize that corresponds to the suit of
his/her Royal Flush, for the poker game they are playing. Players that receive the qualifying
hand of a Royal Flush, during a pre-determined and posted time period, will win a predetermined and posted prize ranging in value of a minimum of $25 and a maximum of $20,000.
Qualifying Hands
In order to qualify for a Royal Flush prize, the player must use two hole cards to make their
Royal Flush, except when playing Seven Card Stud.
Qualifying Hands
Royal Flush with Spades
Royal Flush with Hearts
Royal Flush with Diamonds
Royal Flush with Clubs

Initial Seed & Progressive
Daily Increase
$25 - $500
$25 - $500
$25 - $500
$25 - $500

Minimum
Prize Range
$25
$25
$25
$25

Maximum Prize
Range
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000
$20,000

Prize
When players make one of the qualifying hands of a Royal Flush in a specific suit, the player
shall be awarded the posted progressive prize amount in the form of cash, chips or check. The
minimum prize is $25 and the maximum is $200,000. All prizes for this gaming activity shall be
pre-determined and posted in advance, throughout the gaming floor and in all literature
promoting such an event. The California Grand may award a multiple of any jackpot during
designated hours, with notice to players posted on the gambling floor and within the approved
designed prize amounts.
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Royal Flush Bonanza

Eligibility
• The Royal Flush Bonanza shall be open to all players who are seated and playing in a
Bureau approved poker game, during the pre-determined and specified hours
designated for this gaming activity.
• Hands that are declared dead by the dealer of Floor-person are not eligible for the prizes
and cannot be used to qualify the table for prizes.
• Players are responsible for declaring they have a Royal Flush and calling the floor
person to verify.
• To qualify for the Royal Flush Bonanza, two hole cards must be used, except when
playing Seven Card Stud, any five cards, in the player’s hand, may be used.
• In the event that two or more players have the exact same qualifying high hand the prize
will be split equally among the players.
• Tournament games do not qualify.
• A player can win multiple gaming activities with the Royal Flush Bonanza.
• All procedures, times and prize amounts shall be displayed prominently via any form of
advertisement that the Casino wishes to use, including but not limited to printed flyers,
digital display, the Casino website, or any other form of advertisement
• If a player has a qualifying Royal Flush hand, when everyone else folds, the hand will
qualify even if the turn or river cards have not yet been turned and even if the turn or
river card could possible disqualify any of the hands.
• If any player exposes their cards or discusses their hands before the showdown, that
player’s hand or the entire hand may be disqualified by the Floor person.
• If there is any argument or disagreement regarding the Royal flush, the Floor-person, a
key employee or the owner shall make the final decision.
• California Grand reserves the right to suspend or cancel any bonanza at any time.
• There is no minimum or maximum amount of players required to be playing in a
designated game in order for the table to be eligible for the Royal Flush Bonanza.
• On and off-duty employees are eligible to participate in this promotion.
Funding
The Royal Flush Bonanza has a progressive prize pool for each of the approved poker games.
The California Grand will provide ample advance notice regarding which poker games will offer
this promotion. These prize pools will be funded by the California Grand Casino. There will be
no additional jackpot fees or collection taken for this promotion. The California Grand Casino will
initially seed each prize pool, one for each suit (club, diamond, heart, spade), one for each
poker game, with an amount ranging from $25-$500. At 12 noon, all the prizes increase by a
specified amount, ranging between $25-$500. The date, time, players name, and the prize
amount that the winner received are recorded for the appropriate suit that was awarded. If
players tie for the Royal Flush (i.e. report the hand at the exact same time – as determined by
the Floor-person) they split the prize evenly. The California Grand Casino will then re-seed the
pool with a pre-determined amount ranging from $25-$500 until the pot reaches $200,000. In all
instances, patrons will be provided with ample advance notice of the prize amounts, including
the amount each prize pool will increase by, for each game that is eligible for the promotion.
Administrative Fees
The California Grand Casino shall not retain any additional fees as this promotion is housefunded.
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Royal Flush Bonanza
No Purchase Necessary
The “Royal Flush Bonanza” Cash Giveaway will be offered free without paying a fee or other
consideration, on a “general and indiscriminate” basis, to patrons who wish to participate in a No
Purchase Necessary (NPN) game. California Grand Casino will provide tables for all patrons
who request to participate in the “Royal Flush Bonanza” without paying a table fee. There will
not be live wagers at these tables. Participants in No Purchase Necessary tables will be eligible
to win the full cash give away in the same manner of time and day offered as patrons
participating at gaming tables with live wagers. No time restrictions, other than the day and time
the Royal Flush Bonanza Giveaway is in effect, will be associated with patrons playing at free
NPN tables.
If only one patron is participating at a NPN table, the patron is dealt one hand and seven
dummy hands are dealt. If only two patrons are participating at a NPN table, each of the two
patrons would be dealt a hand, and six dummy hands would be dealt. This method would
continue when there are only three, four, five, six or seven patrons at a NPN table. When
obtaining the qualifying hand, the patron would be eligible for the “Royal Flush Bonanza” Cash
Giveaway.
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Bureau Advertisement Requirements
The Casino may advertise various and other names for this gaming activity. Should the Casino
advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEGA-004295) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this Promotion.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for this promotion, including but not limited to the
following, shall be prominently displayed in the Casino, at all times the promotion is being
offered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods.
Prize amounts.
Procedures for “Splashing the Pot”
Method used to determine the table chosen
Availability of No Purchase Necessary.
Any other applicable eligibility restrictions or conditions.

Controlled Games
The Splash the Pot promotion shall be attached to all limits and versions of all approved Poker
games offered at California Grand Casino.
All base game rules shall be played as previously approved by the Bureau of Gambling Control.
Rules
During pre-determined times and intervals of the promotional period, a casino employee shall
“Splash the Pot” by adding a pre-determined and posted prize to the pot at the start of the next
hand. Betting procedures and play shall proceed as a normal round of play would. The player
with the winning hand shall win the pot, including the added prize amount. In the event of a tie,
the winning players shall split the pot evenly if the prize is cash or chips. In the event that more
than one person wins a pot that is splashed with a prize other than cash or chips, in order to
determine a winner of the “splash the pot prize”, the dealer shall shuffle the deck of cards, burn
one card, then deal one card face up to each player that tied for the pot, and award the prize to
the player with the highest ranking card. If while determining a winner of a “splashed pot” prize
from two or more players that have tied for the pot, two or more players are given initial cards
that are equal in rank, each player that tied would be given another card until the winner of the
prize has been determined. The pot will still be split equally.
At a designated time, the Casino shall choose the table using a random means, as described
below:
Drawing Bingo Balls with Table Numbers
The bingo balls are all of the same size and shape. Each has a table number. They are
placed in a cage like device and the balls are mixed up. One ball is drawn or ejected at
random by a designated employee with another employee observing the draw.
Drawing Tickets with Table Numbers
Each table is represented by a raffle ticket, stiff paper or plaque, which are all of the
same size and shape and have a table number on them. They are placed in a cage like
device or cylinder and mixed up. One object is drawn at random by a designated
employee with another employee observing the draw.
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Method of Dealing a Card
Each table is represented by a different playing card. Only the number of playing cards
are used as tables in use. If there are 14 tables in use, then 14 cards are used. Each
card is assigned to that table number with cards 2-10 assigned to tables 2-10. Aces =
table one, jacks equal table 11, queens equal table 12, kings equal table 13. If more
cards are needed then different color jacks, queens and kings are used for table 14-16.
The cards are shuffled. One card is burned and the second card from the top is the
winning table. The cards are shuffled and dealt by a designated employee with another
employee observing.
If while using any of these methods, the selected table is not in action, then the ball or card is
set aside and another selection takes place until an active table is selected. Alternatively, the
club may exclude tables not in use from the bingo balls, tickets or cards before the random
selection occurs.
Prize Amount
The prize amount shall be added to the pot of the selected table. The prize shall be a fixed
amount ranging from $10 to $2,000 in the form of casino chips or merchandise equaling the
same amount such as gift cards, electronics, tournament entries and clothing. The prize will be
awarded to the player winning the hand immediately following the funds being delivered to the
table.
Eligibility and Conditions.
• This gaming activity will be open to all players who are seated and playing at a specific
approved poker game during the pre-determined and specified hours designated for the
gaming activity, subject to the limitations in this approval and house rules.
• There is no minimum or maximum number of players required to be dealt in during a
qualifying game in order for the players to be eligible for this gaming activity, other than
what is required for a game to be dealt in.
• Employees are eligible to participate in this gaming activity when playing in a controlled
game with their own funds.
• A Third Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPPS) is not eligible to
participate in the gaming activity.
• Tournament games are not eligible for this promotion.
Funding
This Promotion shall be paid by the Casino. There shall be no additional jackpot fees or
collection fees taken in order to fund this gaming activity or for players to participate.
Record Keeping
Each time the promotion is offered, the Casino will keep a log or record with the rules and prizes
for each instance of the promotion.
•
•

•

The relevant table and relevant time periods.
Promotion Amounts.
Any other eligibility or entry rules or restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Administrative Fees.
The Card Room shall not retain an administrative fee as this promotion is house funded.
California Grand Casino
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Splash Pot Promotion
No Purchase Necessary
The Promotion shall be offered for free, on a general and indiscriminate basis, with no
restrictions, to patrons who wish to participate in a No Purchase Necessary (NPN) game in the
same game and at the same time as the splash the pot. The Casino shall provide No Purchase
Necessary tables for all patrons who request to participate in the bonus without paying a table
fee or placing a live wager. All print advertisement material, display terminals in the casino, and
the Casino’s website shall state "No Purchase Necessary" when referencing this promotion.
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Bureau Requirements
Advertising
California Grand Casino may advertise various names for this gaming activity. Should the
Casino advertise a different name, the BGC ID (GEAR-001232) shall be referenced on all
advertisements relating to this gaming activity.
Furthermore, all rules and procedures for the gaming activity, including but not limited to the
following, shall be available to players at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligible games and time periods
Prizes or amounts offered for the promotion
How Free Play chips are awarded
Procedures on how to redeem Free Play chips
Whether the Free Play chips can be used on bonus bets and any other restrictions on
the types of wagers that the chips may be used on
Whether the Free Play chips expire and if so, when
Any other restrictions that apply to this gaming activity

Eligible Controlled Games
The Free Play Promotion shall be attached to all Bureau approved California games offered at
California Grand Casino at all times the gaming activity is being offered for play. All controlled
game rules shall be played as approved by the Bureau.
Object and Summary
Patrons are issued "Free Play" chips ranging in total amounts from $0.50 to $10,000.00. Free
Play chips will be specially denominated with a different appearance than any other chips in
use. Free Play chips shall be awarded by the Casino based on a single factor or combination of
factors, posted in advance by the Casino, including: (1) playing at designated times; (2) buying
at least a specified amount of chips; (3) playing for a predetermined amount of time ranging
from 15 minutes to 240 hours in a specified time period; (4) playing a designated game, (5) as a
prize through other Bureau approved promotions; and (6) to promote game play, provided all
persons playing in the game are equally eligible on the same conditions for Free Play chips.
The Casino may also restrict the use of Free Play chips to designated times and/or games.
By posted notice, the Casino may permit the Free Play chips to be used on any Bureau
approved wager or restrict the free play chips to predetermined Bureau approved wagers. The
predetermined, approved wagers will be listed in the rules for the promotion and posted. Players
must wager Free Play chips until they are lost on a losing wager.
EXAMPLE 1: The player plays Pai Gow Poker between 10 am and 2 pm on a designated day.
If the player plays for 30 minutes, the player will receive $20 in additional Free Play chips.
EXAMPLE 2: The Casino wants to encourage players to start a Three Card Poker game. The
Casino states: "Players who are present at 10 am when we open Three Card Poker and play for
15 minutes will receive $20 in Free Play chips."
EXAMPLE 3: The Casino awards a $5 Free Play chip to any person that makes a base game
wager of $200 or more.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free Play chips shall be used as the player’s bet in the player or player-dealer position
until they are lost by the patron using them. The Casino may restrict the use of Free
Play Chips to certain wagers (base game wagers, bonus bets, etc).
o The Casino will take the same collection amount on wagers using Free Play chips as
on any other wagers with redeemable chips.
If the patron (in the player or player-dealer position) using the Free Play chips wins the
hand, they will be paid in live casino chips by the other player (or player-dealer) just as if
they had placed a wager with live casino chips. The Free Play chip(s) will be retained to
be used again until the player loses the chip(s) in a wager.
If the patron (in the player or player-dealer position) using the Free Play chips loses the
hand, the Free Play chip is forfeited and will be exchanged by the house dealer for live
casino chips to be given to the participant who won the wager. The Free Play chips will
be taken to the cage by a casino representative and redeemed or turned in at the cage.
If the player pushes (receives no action), the chip may be played again until the player
loses a hand.
Free Play chips may be wagered with live casino chips.
Free Play chips are not redeemable for live casino chips except by the patron who won
the free play chips after they were played.
Free Play chips may expire, per the posted notice at the Casino at the time the chips are
awarded.
By posted notice, the Casino may have rules that Free Play chips are non-transferable
between players.
By posted notice, the Casino may have a rule where Free Play chips are awarded based
on the amount of a chip purchase, some or all of the purchased chips may also be Free
Play Chips.
The Free Play chip procedures shall be the same for the player and player-dealer
position.

Each time the promotion is offered, the Casino will keep a log or document with the rules and
eligibility for each instance of the promotion. The rules, log or document shall be maintained in
the cage and shall include:
•
•
•

The eligibility criteria in use and relevant time periods.
Prize Amounts.
Any other eligibility rules or restrictions that apply to this gaming activity.

Participating customers may be asked to supply identifying information including name, phone
and/or email address, or any information required by Title 31.
Eligibility Requirements
This gaming activity shall be open to all players who are seated and playing at any of the above
listed controlled games during the predetermined specified hours posted for the gaming activity.
•
•
•
•

Where the award of chips is based on the time played, the tracking will be done
manually by casino representatives.
If the Casino limits the number of times that a person may participate, the Casino will
post notice of the restriction.
There is no minimum number of players that must be present at a table for the promotion
to be in effect other than what is required by the approved base game rules.
Backline bettors are eligible to participate.
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•

•
•

Third-Party Provider of Proposition Player Services (TPPPS) is not eligible to receive
free play chips under this gaming activity, on or off duty, but may exchange any Free
Play chips they win for live chips. The TPPPS cannot use Free Play chips to place or
pay out a wager.
A casino employee may participate on or off duty subject to employment policies, for
example, house dealers cannot play while assigned to a table (i.e., they can play only if
they are on break, floating, or off duty).
Free Play chips cannot be used in tournaments.

Prize
The prize will be a fixed amount ranging from $0.50 to $10,000.00 in the form of Free Play
chips.
Funding
The Free Play Promotion will be fully funded by California Grand Casino. There will be no
additional fees or collections taken for this gaming activity.
Administrative Fees
California Grand Casino shall not retain an administrative fee as part of this promotion, as this
promotion is house funded.
No Purchase Necessary
The Free Play Promotion does not contain the element of chance. Therefore, it does not
constitute an illegal lottery and does not require a No Purchase Necessary table to be offered
while conducting this gaming activity.
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